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F O R E W O R D

This report covers the research and development activities of the
Nuclear Physics Division for the Calender year 1984. These activities
span areas of research both in Nuclear Physics and Solid State
Physics. The research programmes in Nuclear Physics are based
primarily on the existing facilities - a 5.5MV Van di; Graff
accelerator, the CIROS reactor and the Variable Energy Cyclotron at
Calcutta. The alpha particle beams of energies upto 60 MeV from the
Calcutta cyclotron facility and proton beams fiom the Tiombay 5.5 HV
Van de-Graff accelerator were utilized for nuclear reaction studies.
The Division also actively pursued research programmes in the area of
Theoretical Nuclear Physics. The work on the setting up of a 14 UD
Pelletron accelerator at TIFR under the medium energy heavy ion
accelerator project in which scientists from Nuclear Physics Division,
BARC and TIFR arc working together, made significant advances this
year. The fabrication of the Pelletron main pressure tank was
completed and the tank was successfully erected on the 12.2m tower
base in November this year. A major effort of the Nuclear physicists
of the Division has been focussed towards setting up of this facility
and towards building necessary experimental facilities and data
acquisition systems for undertaking research programmes with this
accelerator.

Solid State Physics activities of the Division continued to make
significant thrust in the domains of neutron based activities and
other non-neutron ones. Neutron scattering studies were continued at
the CIRUS reactor while focussing more concentrated efforts on the
development of new instrumentation for the DHRUVA reactor which
incorporates specially designed beam tubes for neutron scattering
work. The work on the fabrication of spectrometers continued to grow
this year in order to be ready to utilize the reactor when it becomes
operational during 1985. As a part of a collaborative programme
between BARC and RAL, a AT-window spectrometer, conceived and
fabricated at Trombay was installed during this period at the
Spallation Neutron Source of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
U.K. Light Scattering, Mossbauer Spectroscopy, Coapton Profile
Spectroscopy, Auger Electron Spectroscopy and Liquid Crystal
studies were some other areas in which research work was carried out.
Work on the development of Superconducting materials and magnets also
expanded considerably this year.

<*)



The Division suffered an irrepairable loss in the sudden demise
of Dr. N.S. Satya Murthy on October 8, 1984. In his passing away, we
lost a good friend and inspiring colleauge. He was the Associate
Director of the Physics Group and regained a very active research
worker of the Division till the last day . His iuense contributions
to the growth of research and development work in the Division will
remain a living memento to his memory.

In the report, the research and development programmes of the
Division have been broadly divided in the categories of Nuclear
Physics, ' Solid State Physics and Techniques and Instruaentation. As
most of 'the write-ups in the report describe work in progress, these
are not to be regarded as publications or quoted without permission of
the investigators. The papers published in Journals or reported at the
National and International Conferences are listed at the end of the
report. As in the previous years the other academic activities of tha
Division included courses given at the Training School, holding
regular physics colloqium, active participation in the annual Nuclear
Physics and Solid State Physics Symposia. In December this year an
International Conference on Nulcear Phyhsics was held at B.A.R.C., on
the occasion of the golden jubilee of the Indian National Science
Academy, and the Division was actively involved in the organisation of
this conference. :••

S.S. ICapoor
Read, Nuclear Physics Division



IM MEMORY OF N.S. SATYA MORTHY

Dr.N.S. Satya Murthy, Associate Director, Physics Group, BARC
died suddenly due to a massive heart attack on October 8, 1984. He was
only 48 years old and was at the peak of his scientific activity at
the time of his tragic death.

In a way Dr. Satya Murthy symbolised the growth and maturity of
Indian Science. In 1957 when he had just finished his M.Sc, the
prevailing practice was to go abroad for one's scientific training,
largely, because it was believed that advanced scientific research
could not be pursued here. However, Dr.Satya Murthy not only chose to
stay in the country for his training but began his scientific pursuits
in the frontier area of neutron spectroscopy, which was then barely a
few years old. Hardly half a dozen laboratories were working in this
field throughout the world. In the next two and a half decades he not
only lade his nark in the field of neutron scattering, especially as
applied to nagnetisn, but helped in developing a nunber of other
techniques at Troibay.

He joined the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre in 1958 when the
neutron scattering programme was just being started in the country.
His scientific career and the field of neutron scattering in India
grew side by side, as it were. This was a tiae when a new scientific
culture based on self reliance was initiated at Trombay. In its wake
it generated great enthusiasm and comradery among the scientists here.
The scientists had not only to do their science but also plan,
administer and manage the activities connected with the programme.
This led to a total development of personality, self reliance and
strength to accomplish things even in difficult conditions. This
genere was inculcated in him and since this resonated with many of his
personal qualities like craving for hard work and meticuiousness, his
personality as a scientist blossomed.

After his initiation into neutron diffraction and neutron
inelastic scattering at Trombay he spent,a short spell at the Argonne
Rational Laboratory, U.S.A. Though there was no polarised neutron
facility at Argonne National Laboratory, . through discussions with
colleagues, he cane to the conclusion that use of polarised neutrons
held great promise fox aagnetic investigations. With this in mind he
designed a polarised neutron diffractoaeter which was built at Trombay
and installed at the CIRUS reactor in the sixties, this instrument and
work done using it, is referred to as a standard reference in the book
of Neutron Diffraction by G.E. Bacon. This was the beginning of a very
fruitful period.

(iii)



One of the earliest investigations carried out by hia were
concerned with the study of ferrites, a difficult class of Materials
to tackle, which continue to be investigated even today. This is
partly due to its technological importance and partly due to the rich
variety of magnetic structures displayed by it.

He initiated work on different types of neutron scattering
experiments in order to understand the aagnetic properties of various
solids. He was very interested in developing the polarisation analysis
spectroneter at Tronbay. This instrument facilitates measureaent of
polarisation before and after scattering and the energy analysis of
the scattered neutrons. At the tiae of his death he was leading a
programme, which nay be called the second phase of neutron scattering
in India, that will involve development and installation of a new
generation of neutron spectrometers at the Dhruva reactor.

in addition to neutron spectroscopy programme, he cultivated a
.number of other experimental techniques at Tronbay. The study of
crystal excitations that lie in the part of "q-w space* which is
inaccessible to neutrons, led hia to augment these experimental
techniques. This included Compton profile spectroscopy for the study
of electron states, Mossbauer spectroscopy for the study of
cooperative effects and Raman spectxoscopy for probing the long
wavelength excitations. He launched development of other electron
spectroscopies that are vital for the study of solid surfaces. The
team of solid state physicists that he nurtured is one of the best
known in the country and abroad. They were in full swing for utilising
the Dhruva reactor.

In the field of cryogenics and low temperature physics, Dr. Satya
Kurthy spent great effort in setting up a broad based activity
involving basic research as well as applied programmes like
development of superconducting aagnets. He had already envisioned that
superconducting technology will be increasingly needed in future for
advanced nuclear science and technology, among other frontline
technologies and he strove to provide a strong foundation for it.
Facilities for carrying out a variety of low temperature aeasurements
such as D.C. resistivity, magnetic susceptibility and electron
tunneling spectroscopy were initiated. These efforts have fructified
and superconducting solenoids for fields upto several tens of kilo
gauss have already been built and tested at Troabay. Among his recent
involvements was the setting up of the Centre for Advanced Technology
at Indore, an activity in which he immersed hiaself with his
characteristic vigour



He was one of those scientists whose activities were deeply
influenced by larger social role that scientists have to play in a
country such as ours. He strongly believed that a research scientist
Bust not confine himself to just a spectrometer or to a theoretical
problem. He should be willing to interact with people engaged in
developmental activity as also in industry.

Dr. Satya Murthy was a scientist with a vision. He perceived the
immense potential and application of several branches of science and
engineering with remarkable forethought. This included not only areas
of materials science, with which he was More intimately connected, but
even disciplines like lasers and photochemical applications,
accelerators for Medical applications, Microelectronics and space
coMBunications. These interests would have enabled hia to make yet a
strong nark in the Meticulous organisation of programmes that this
country is planning for the twentyfirst century. We will sorely Miss
him when we take up these tasks in the coMing years.

His dynanisn and bubbling enthusiasm was Most evident in his work
for promotion of basic sciences. His ability to kindle interest in
others was amply demonstrated in what he did as the General Secretary
of IPA.

His work has been recognised by the country and he received the
S.S. Bhatnagar Award for Physics in 1980. He has left an indelible
mark on the scientific scene of the country. And yet what his
colleagues niss him for is his charming smile and his utter devotion
to work.

At his instance and encouragement a novel spectrometer with some
unique features was conceived and built at B.A.R,C. fox use with the
spallation neutron source (SNS) at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
O.K.. Its installation has allowed Indian scientists access to the
world's biggest pulsed neutron source, SNS. Unfortunately Or. Satya
Murthy is not with us to witness the completion of Many of the
projects initiated by him.

P.K. lyengar
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N i. DEPENDENCE OF FISSION FRAGMENT MASS, CHARGE AND NEITRON NUMBER
VARIANCES ON THEIR KINETIC ENERGV IN 2 3 SUCn t h,« REACTION CR.
GoviL, D.J1. Nadkarni and S.S. Kapaor)

In a recent work HI the correlation between the variances o, ,
2

o. of the -fragment charge and mass distributions versus total kinetic
A • 235

energy E. has been investigated for the first time in fission of tl
K 2 2

by thermal neutrons. The correlations of a. and o. versus E. were
interpreted in terms of models of stochastic transfer of nucleons
between prefission fragments and it was concluded that the degree of
proton-neutron correlations in the nucleon exchange process is
dependent on E. . In the present work information on the magnitude of
correlation coefficient gu, has been obtained by analysing data
measured at a lower gas pressure of 44 torr of P-5 gas in the AE-
ionization chamber. Details of the experimental set up. energy
calibration and analysis procedure are described elsewhere /I,2/. At
this gas pressure the experimental mass and charge resolution was
estimated to be 4 mass units-and 4 charge units (FWHM) respectively by
comparing the measured widths with those obtained by radiochemical
measurements. The neutron number distributions were obtained from the
measured A and Z of ,the fragment event by event. From these the first
moments A,Z,N and the second moments a. , o. and 0 * of the fragment
mass, charge and neutron number distributions were obtained as a
function of E, . In this analysis the miss number A and E. have been

K > k j

corrected for prompt neutron emission effects and 0. , a, have been
A ' C

corrected for the estimated experimental dispersions, taken to be same
at all kinetic energies, o,, has not been corrected for this effect as

" 2the experimental resolution in a., is a combined effect of both mast
N 2 2

and charge resolutions. However 0. .and 0., have been corrected for
AN

the dispersion introduced due to the prompt neutron effects as a
function of E, . These variances 0. , o, and 0., as a function of E.

K A £ N k

are shown in Fig.1.
According to the transport model description of the neutron -

proton exchanges, which is used in heavy ion DIC, variances arc
related by 12!

°?--°l * °H * 2 CNZVN

where for uncorrelated neutron-proton transfer (0 N7
s 0'

oN
Z/oz

2 * N/Zj % 2 / o z
Z = A/2



and for fully correlated n-p transfers (eN2=11

oA
2/o2

Z = (A/Z)2,

where A, 1 represent the combined system. The variation of o. /o.

o 2/o.2 and the correlation coefficient p N ? with Ek obtained

work is shown in Fig.2. It may be seen that
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small value (-0.3) at lower Eh

E., suggesting that proton exchanges occuring during the fission

process art partially correlated at lower Ek values (where excitation

large values I > 185 MeV) where

15MeV) the n-p motion • it

energy -SO MeV) and at very

fragments are practically cold

uncorrelated. , In heavy

observed where p.,7 is found to be negative at very low. E l o s $ valua*

it

x «
ion OIC also a similar trend of ou, has been

and increa- with L, v^- .* _, , .-« MeV iE > 100 MeV}
loss l°sf36 x

0 , As nearly equs.1 to unity. However in . U fission such large

excitation energy is not observed. This anticorrelation of n-p



transfers in fission at large E. is probably connected with the shell,

affects in scission point configuration, since, as was pointed out

earlier IM, the heavy fragment here has a doubly magic configuration

(N=82, Z = 5Q) at such high E. values and a deformed neutron shell near

N*62 in the light fragment. These shell effects result in the n-p

•xcdange being influenced by the Pauli blocking which could give rise

to anticorrelation between them.

These results on variances and e N Z bring out the inadequacy of

statistical models, particularly those of Fong type, to explain

division of mass and charge in fission and point to the importance of

dynamics of descent to scission in determining the mass and charge

distribution. The observed similarity of variation of variances o, ,
2 2 '

o. , oN and oNZ with E. in fission with those in heavy ion DIC

support the nucleon exchange model with the n-p correlation being

strongly dependent on Ek> particularly for large E^ values.

IM R. Govil, S.S. Kapoor, [KM. Nadkarni.S.R. S. Murthy and P.N. Rama

Rao, Nucl. Phys. A£ljl, *58 (1983) •

lil R. Govil, S.S. Kapoor, D.H. Nadkarni. S.R.S. Murthy and P.N. Rama

Rao, Nucl. Instrm. & Methods in Phys. Research ££, 13(i98O

/3/ K. Breoer, 8.G. Glogola, V.E. Viola, K.L. Wolf, A.C. Mignaney,

J.R, Bvrkulund, D. Hilscher, A.O. Hoover, J.R. Huizenga, W.U.

Schroder and W.W. Wilcke. Phys. Rev.'Lett. £2, 191(1979).

H 2. VARIATION OF FRAGMENT MASS AND KINETIC ENERGY DISTRIBl^IONS WITH

EXCITATION ENERGY IN 4HE INPUCED FISSION OF 238U*C R.K.Choudhury,

A.Saxena, S.S.Kapoor, P.M.Nadkarni and V.S.Ramamurthy)

The study of ' ssion at medium excitation energies is of much

interest from the point of understanding this effect of shell and

pairing energies on saddle point parameters as well «s on the dynamics

from saddle to scission point. We have investigated the variations in

the fragment mass and kinetic energy distributions in Ha induced

fission of U at bombarding energies between 30 to 60 MeV using the

Variable Energy Cyclotron at Calcutta.

The experimental set up consists of two fission detectors mounted

back to b?ck around 90 on either side of the beam in order to measure

the energies of the coincident fission fragments. At each bombarding

energy, one of the detectors was moved in order to be at the kinematic

folding angle to detect maximum number of fission coincidence events.

The pulse heights from the two fission detectors and .the time



difference between them were recorded event by event. Energy

calibration was made by normalizini the data at 32 HeV to the enprgy

systematics observed- from earlier measurements. The analysis for

obtaining the prenautron kinetic energies and masses of the fission

fragments was carried out after taking into account the mass dependent

energy calibration, Kinematics and corrections due to target thickness

and neutron evaporation.

0.2

dE,S.0.1

0 10 20 30 «0 50
Fig.1 EXCITATION ENERGY , MtV

160

Fig.2 Heavy fragment mass,amu

The fragment mass and kinetic energy distributions and

correlations between them were obtained as a function of the *He

bombarding energy. Fig.1 shows the variation in the peak to valley

ratio (P/V) of the mass distribution as a function of the excitation

energy of the compound nucleus. P/V decreases almost exponentially

with excitation energy. The average total kinetic energy for all mass

divisions is found to increase with increasing bombarding energy with

a slope of 0.1 0.01. This result can not be explained on the basis, of

the variation of the rotational energy with bombarding energy.

Moreover, this slope is found to be dependent on the mass ratio of the

fission fragments as shown in Fig.2. It is seen that the slope is

higher for the symmetric as well as very asymmetric mass divisions.

This result may reflect the role of pairing and shell effects on the

scission shape of the fissioning nucleus.

Paper presented at the International Conference

held at Bombay in Dec. 1984.

on Nuclear Physics



N 3. COMPLETE AND INCOMPLETE FUSION IN THE SYSTEM 18F + 1S*SM STUDIED

CRYSTAL BALLWITH THE HEIDELBERG

D.Habs*, H.Ho*,

A.Pfoh* L.Schad*

J.S. Natovftz***, M.N.Namboodiri***

SPECTROMETER*(

*B.LindlJ.P.Wurm , A.Brucher ,
R.Fischer**, M.Kuhn**, V.Metag**

R.MuffLer ,
, v.nirbcfij , R.Novotny i

and R.K.Choudhury J

A study of the initial partial waves contributing to complete

fusion (CD and incomplete fusion (ICF-I reactions is important for the

understanding of the mechanism of such processes. With this in mind,

we have performed an event-by-event measurement of both the linear and

angular momentum transfer in the reactions of F with Sm at 160

and 248 MeV. The experiment was done using the crystal ball

spectrometer at the heavy ion postaccelerator at the Max Planck

Institut fur Kernphysik at Heidelberg. CF anba ICF reactions were

distinguished by determining the linear momentum transfer through a

measurement of the time of flight (TOF) of the recoiling residues

using a parallel plate avalanche counter covering the angular range of

5 to 15 deg. For each event, the 1-transfer was determined by

measuring the total gamma energy and the gamma multiplicity using the

crystal ball. Four Si detector telescopes were used to detect alpha

particles emitted in CF and ICF events. Additional information on the

1-transfer in specific ICF channels was obtained from a projectile

like fragment telescope operated in coincidence with the crystal ball.

The TOF spectra taken at the two beam energies and the average Mf for

TOF bins of t.5 ns width are shown in the frsure. The arrows over the

Q
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peaks in the TOF spectra denote the cm. velocity at each energy.

While the 160 MeV TOF spectrum is characterized by s nearly symmetric

peak centered at the cm. velocity, the importance of incomplete

transfer events is evident at 2*8 MeV. Although the < M< > values

increase somewhat as one goes from CF to RF, the width of the Mf

distribution decreases significantly. The crystal ball also yields the

neutron multiplicity and neutron energy for each event. The set of

available information for each event can be used to reconstruct the

initial partial wave distribution with the aid of statistical model

calculations. A preliminary analysis indicates that at 248 MeV, the CF

events correspond to an initial < 1 > of 37 hbar, while the ICF events

i the highest TOF bin corresponds to an initial < 1 > of 72 hbar. The

intermediate bin with mean TOF of '»2 ns consists of a mixture of CF

and ICF events from an initial < 1 > of 56 htiar. Detailed analysis is

still under way.

Paper presented at the International Conference on Nucle.tr Physics,

Bombay in December 1964.
*
Max Planck Institute fur Kernphysik .Heidelberg

>*
Univ. of Giessen, W.Germany

**t
Texas A h M University,USA

N 4. STUDY OF 5 MEV PROTON INDUCED FISSION OF 2 3 SU USIflG THIN FILM

SCINTILLATION DETECTOR C H.N. Ajitanand, S.R.S. Murthy, K.N.

lyengar, P.M. Nadkarni, P.N. Rama Rao, Alok Saxena )

A preliminary experiment was done to see if thin film

scintillation detectors(TFD) could be effectively used to detect

fission fragments in the presence of an intense background of

scattered protons as is the case in sub-coulomb barrier fission. A

collimated beam of protons passed through a U source deposited on a

7 microinch nickel backing and the fission fragments were viewed at

right angles by a TFO having a film thickness of 20 microns. The

singles pulse height distribution for a 500 nA beam showed a

seperation of the light fragment peak from the combined peak due to

the heavy fragment and scattered protons.

By employing two TFDs on opposite sides to detect complementary

fragments in coincidence it is hoped that the heavy fragment peak can

be freed from the contamination-of pile-ups due to scattered protons.

The ability to do this will be governed by the coincidence time

resolution achieved. A seperate experiment was carried out with a

Cf fission source sandwiched between TFDs to determine this time

resolution for fission fragments and a value of 350 psec was -obtained

for the FWHM of the time distribution obtained using constant fraction

timing.



N 5. MEASUREMENT OF PROTON INK/CO FISSION CROSS-SECTION OF 235
U AT

SUB-COULOMB BARRIER ENERSIES C K.N. lyengar, R.P. Anand, N.N.

Ajitanand, D.M. Nadftarn.i, A.K. Mohanty )

The study was done bombarding a 200 ugm/sq.cin. U source with

a proton beam and confronting the source with an annular lexan

detector which detected fission fragments due to fission induced by

protons and background neutrons generated by the proton beam. The beam

was stopped in the 2mm thick aluminium backing of the source which

also served as a Faraday cup to measure the total proton charge seen
2 35

in the measurement. Another U source of similar thickness placed

on' the other side of the backing wss confronted with a similar annular

lexan to determine the fission contribution due to the background

neutrons alone.

After the usual etching procedure the fission tracks in each

•lexan piece were counted in a microscope.By subtracting the track

counts in the second, lexan from the first and multiplying by the

geometrical detection efficiency of the annular lexan it is possible

to determine the proton induced fission cross-section of U. A

preliminary value of 6.15+0.02 ubarn has been obtained for the fission

cross section at E = 4 HeV. Counting for other energy points is in

progress. . .

N A. EXPERIMENTS AT VEJ, CALCUTTA f R. Mythftf, P. Singh, M.G.

Betigeri, V.M. Datar, A. Roy, R. Bhowmfk, Y.P, Vfyogf, C.V.K.

and Arun K. Jain )

A programme for studying two neutron stripping reaction using

(a, He) reaction has been started at VEC, Calcutta, In the initial run

one spectrum at 0 =29 was obtained from C (a. He) C leading to

selective excitation of 0.0<ot>,6.73 MeV|3") and 10.73 MeVU* ) states.

The cross sections involved are -lOpb. The experimental set up is now

ready to continue he programme using 0 and' S as targets.

At incident energy of o particles of 35 MeV, the reaction

Vta.p) Cr has been studied. Transitions corresponding to 2*. 4*,

and 6* in . Cr have been identified. However the low cross section

tldo/dO) - 6ub] and low resolution (-300 KeV) do not allow the study

of higher angular momentum states (8* . and 10*) which result from

stretched configurations. Awaiting analysed beam from the cyclotron,

this experiment is now abandoned.



c) 6LMgJLad' - £T = 45 MeVa _ __

Break-up studies of Li have been undertaken with a view to

measure complete angular correlation of alpha and deuteron. As

compared to the free o-d scattering, the present reaction enables us

to study a-scattering from deuteron bound in Li and hence to test the

theoretically proposed "deutron shrinking". Spectra at two angles have

been measured and the analysis is in progress.

N 7. 2*MgCa,a) AND ^MgCa.aM REACTION STUDIES WITH VARIABLE ENERGY

CYCLOTRON (M.A. Esyaran, D.R. Chakrabarty, Suresh Kumar and N L.

Ragoawansi)

In the programme of studies of alpha particle induced reactions

with VEC beam, an experiment has been initiated for the investigation
7 ft

of the region of excitation in Si where heavy ion resonances have '

been reported in literature. As a first step to this study, excitation

functions to the reactions, Mg(a.<x)and Mg(a.a') were measured as a

function of alpha particle tnergy in the range of 25 to 30 MeV in

steps of 250 keV during December 1384.,These were measured by three

detectors, two of them located at forward angles and one at backward

angle of 156 . Significant anomalies were observed in the excitation

function in these reactions at back angles correlating in energy with
12 16

the C + 0 fusion reaction resonances. Further investigation on
these studies will be continued in the subsequent runs with VEC beam.

N 8. ELASTIC SCATTERING STUDIES AT VECC ( S. Bhattacharya, S.K. Gupta:

S. Kaitas, S.S. Kerekatte, S.N. ChintaLapudi* and Y.P. Viyogf*)

Me are pursuing a programme to determine the alpha-nucleus

optical potential in the energy range -25 to 130MeV from measurement

and analysis of the alpha-nucleus elastic scattering data. We have
197 4

reported the results for Au + He scattering data at E-36MeV. This

year we completed the measurement of angular distribution for
20SBi++He reaction at E -50HeV for 0 -10-60*. We have also measured

angular distribution at E-tOMeV in the 0 range 15-40 for 12C, 1 60,

Mn and JIn targets. Simultaneously efforts are also being made to

predict systematically the optical parameters to explain the measured

data.

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta.

HI S. Kailas et al.Pramana 23, 495(1984)



N 9. FRDWBA ANALYSIS

Kumar)

OF THE REACTIONS
( M.A. Esuaran, O.R.

19F(*He,6LJ)17O and
Chahrabarty and Suresh

The reactions involving Li either as projectile or as ejectile

have been extensively employed with significant success in the study

of a-cluster transfers but not so in deuteron transfers. With a view

to investigate the aspects of reaction mechanism in the latter case.

FRDWBA analyses of '9 F (* He ,G Li)1 ?0 and 19F (4He , BLi)'V . ...
g • s. o. B 71

state were made with program LOLA ' with one step cluster transfer

assumption at E = 26 MeV and the results are compared with the data of

Klages et al./1/. The optical model parameters for He are those from

Ref./1/ and for Li are tfiose from Ref./2/ obtained from elastic

scattering data of 20 MeV Li on C. Thu a-d cluster representation

of Li is that obtained from our (GLi,d) analyses earlier 111 where

the interaction V has an infinite repulsive core with R =0.6 fm
ia . core

and xad has zero node. For the picked up deuteron, a cluster form

factor was used, calculated with a Saxon-Woods potential.

The calculated fits are shown in figure along with the data /I/.

The striking feature that emerges is the following. For the 1/2*.

0.871 MeV, first excited state of 0, though predominant L-transfer =

0 transition is expected from structure considerations /«/, the data

agrees with L-tr.=2. For the 5/2* ground state, only L-tr. = 2,* are

allowed with predominant L-tr. expected being 2. However the data

indicate definite features of L-tr. =0 also. It is significant to note
3 19

that in the case of (p, Hel reaction on F, L-tr. of 2 for g.s. and 0
for first excited state of 0 are observed as expected /5/.too
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The possible explanation for the feature observed can be that in

the case of ( He, Li), the two-step process is playing a role in

which 19F is inelastically excited to the 5/Z* , 0.197 MeV state with

the transfer process following it.

IM Klages et al., J.Oe, Physique (Suppl. J12C-6, 209(1971)

121 R. Bethge et.al, Zeit, Physik 101, 466(1966}

121 O.fi. Chakrabarty and H.A. Eswaran, Phys. Rev. C.2JL, 1933(1982)

/*'/ J.M. Nelson and W.R. Folk, Nucl. Phys. 218A. M1M974)

151 R.K. Cole et.al., Nucl. Phys. J&L, 665(1967)

(Presented at the International Conference on Nuclear Physics held

during December 27-31,1984 at B.A.R.C. Bombay, India).

N1O. STUDY OF S\(p,n>5*Cr REACTION FROM E »1.9 TO 4.5 MeV (S. Kaftas,

S.K. Gupta, S.S. Karekatte and C.V. Fernandes )

The total cross section for the reactions Vlp.n) Ci has been

measured from E -1.9 to 4.5 MeV by using two different techniques by

detecting the neutrons using the 4ir 'n' counter and by measuring the

activity of the residual nucleus, Cr. The two measurements are

consistent with each other and together they are in good agreement

with the work cf Zyskind et al from CalTech. Our present measure..lent

supercedes the earlier measurement by Sekharan et al 121 which was in

strong disagreement with that of Ref. IM for E > 3 MeV. It may be

mentioned that the present work is more accurate (Atr "tHZ) as

compared to Urn '. al Tech. work (Ao«±20n . A detailed account of this

work has been given in Ref. /3/

IM J.L. Zyskind et al. Nucl. Phys. A3V3, 295(1980)

12/ K.K. Sekharan et al. Nucl. Phys. Solid State Phys. (India) 8A,

93(1966)

/3/ S. Kailas et al. Pramana, to be published.

Nil. NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION OF 232T7i (R.P. Anand, H.M. J*in*f

S. Kailas, S.K. Gupta, V.S. Ramamurthy and S.S. Kapoor)

In continuation of our .earlier work/1/ to measure the neutron
232

capture cross section of Th we have carried out new measurement at

nine neutron energies, in the energy range. 400-935keV. Nonoenergetic

neutrons were produced from tha Li (p.n) reaction. The neutron energy

spread was estimated to be 60 keV. A high resolution large volume
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GetLi) detector was employed to measure the activity of the product

nucleus Th-233. The capture cross" sections of Th were measured

relative to gold. For an overall normalization, the measurements were

also carried out at the thermal neutron onevgy. The present

measurements agree within errors with the recommended' values of the

Trombay evaluation/2/ group. The measured o values are listed in

Table I.

En

keV

400

455

510

565

620

Table

Neutrons Capture Cro:

on ,-f

mb

136+10

13«i10
H7+9

I4 7±?

H9±10

I

. r, Lect ion t

En

keV

r/5

u.m
a jf>

• f " ? T h
on , f

mb

1 'i <±8

I58t«
16 6+8

nti+a

Experimental Re.ictor Physics SIU.I.LIM , OAPiC.

l\l R.P. Anand et al, Intnl. Conf. uf Nuutron Physics and Nuclear

Data, Harwell, 1978

"111 H.M. Jain and M.K. Mehtd, Intnl. Conf. on Nuclear Data for Science

8, Technology, Antwerp,

N12. MEASUREMENTS OF TtiE FAST NEUTRON INDUCED FISSION OF 2 3 2TH

RELATIVE TO 2 3 8U C R.P. Anand, K.N.. Iyengar, N.N. Ajitanand >

Neutrons from the T(p,n) He reaction for E - 2.2 to 2.8 MeV were
P

used to study the relative fission cross-sections. Sandwiched stacks

of t cm dia., 100 mg/sq.cm. thick thorium and depleted uranium discs

covered by 100 micron thick lexan sheets were kept at a distance of 5

cm from the tritium target. The energy spread of neutrons falling on

the sample was estimated to be 30 Kev. The proton currents used w«r« a

copper cold finger.

The lexan pieces were etched for 20 mts in a bath of 6N NaOH at

70 deg. C to reveal the fission tracks. Microscopic scanning of the

lexan pieces is in progress to count the total number of fitsion

tracks recorded in each case. Apart from minor corrections the cross-

section ratio will be given by the ratio of track numbers found in th»

lexans facing the thorium and uranium disci in each stack.
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N13. SEARCH FOR NUCLEAR 'VAN DER MAALS' FORCES ( V.71. Datar, C.V.K.

Baba*, A. Roy* and Y.K. AgarwaL*)

In analogy to the long range attractive force between two

electrically neutral atoms it has been proposed that there must exist

a long range attraction between two color neutral nucleons. Although

there is as yet no clear cut experimental evidence in support of such

a long range N-N interaction the upper limits are not stringent enough

to rule it out completely/1/.

A long range N-N interaction of the form

where r * 1 fm would lead to deviations front Coulomb scattering,

especially at backward angles, for say, a proton scattering off a Pb

target at sub-Coulomb energies. Since the magnitude o' this deviation

if, expected to be small, of the order of a few tenths of one percent,

an absolute scattering, cross section measurement is ruled out. We have

set up an experiment to look for deviations in the ratio of backward

to forward elastic scattering cross sections (R) as a function of

energy at the 5.5 MV Van-da-Graaff accelerator for protons scattering

off -100 Mgm/cm Pb target, to minimise tne effect of beam movemen*

on target, which can lead to changes in R, a slit stabilisation has

been set up and tested. In addition, two counters each are placed

symmetrically at backward (£160 ) and forward <i55 I angles with

respect to the beam. The sensitivity of the apparatus has bten checkad
206

in a dsuteron run, with a Pb target, and an expected deviation in R

- 0.47, at H.BHeV, due to El polarizability of the deuttron, has bten

reproduced experimentally. A preliminary run with protons yielded a

null result at E = 4.8 MeV at the' level of -0.1Jt. We hope to r»p»it th*

experiment at the highest possible beam energy (E *5.5MeV) and with i

better statistics to be sensitive to \. "5.

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 005.

l\l G. Feinberg and J. Sucher, Phys. Rev. ££11,1717 119791 and

references therein.
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Nl«. DEVELOPMENT OF GANESsA COMPUTER CODE FOR THE TREATMENT OF
PARTICLE EVAPORATION IN COINCIDENCE WITH FISSION IN HEAVY ION
REACTIONS C N.N. Ajitanand )

The code GANES, which was first formulated at SUNY Stony Brook,
USA, is intended to calculate expected lab spectra at various angles
in the following five reaction options:

a) Emission from composite followed by fission of composite.

b) Fission of composite followed by emission from fully
accelerated fragments.

c) Emission from the short lived composite prior to breakup
followed by fission of one of the breakup products.

dt Fast breakup followed by emission from one of the fully
accelerated breakup products and fission of one of thfe breakup
products.

e) Fast breakup followed by fission of one of the breakup
products and emission from one of the fully accelerated fragments of
fission.

GANES has been used extensively in the analysis of experimental
data obtained abroad. It has has been made fuctional at the NO
computer in BARC in anticipation of experiments of a similar nature to
be conducted at VEC and the Pellatron. In response to continuing
requests from users more options have been incorporated into the
program e.g. use of heavy fragment detectors of annular geometry,
inclusion of spin tilt effects, more efficient calculations of
inclusive spectra, change in fissioner spin due to particle emission
etc.
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N15. FINITE: RANGE EFFECTS IN THE: CLUSTER KNOCK-OUT REACTIONS ( Arun K.
Jain and N. Sarma?

There has been orders of magnitude anomaly in the distorted wave

impulse approximation (DWIA) estimates of the (a,2a) reaction cross

sections. It has been found that shape as well as magnitude of the

energy sharing cross sections could not.be fitted simultaneously. It

has been pointed out that while the a-a force is strongest around 2.5

fm separation of the two alphas, which is about the same as the strong

absorption radius, all the calculations for the (a,2a) reactions have

been performed by assuming a zero range for this tt-a interaction. It

is however easy to visualise that an alpha cluster inside the target

nucleus is being knocked out by the incoming alpha even without itself

entering the strong absorption region. This happens because of the

finite range of the a-a interaction. The anomaly existing in the zero

range analyses of the (a,2a) reaction can therefore be eliminated by a

finite range distorted wave Born approximation (0W8AI calculation. We

include in our calculations the finite range a-a interaction for the

OWBA estimates of the 20Ne(a,2a)160 reaction at UOMeV. Our

calculations indicate that a large part of the anomaly in the absolute

magnitude of the cross section can be understood in terms of these

finite range effects. However a significant part of the anomaly still

persists and should be attributed to the separation of the three body

final state Schrodinger equation into t«o independent 2-body

Schrodmger equations.

It is concluded that a proper treatment of the distortions and

the three body final state is essential for the understanding and use

of these cluster knock-out reactions as tools for the extraction of

cluster spectroscopic- factors.

N16. 20Ne(a,2a)18O REACTION ( N.R. Sh*HM *nd B.K. Jain)

The (a,2a) reaction is the singular quasi-free reaction which had

been under-estimated by two orders of magnitude in the general

framework of the DWIA. It it only in th» recent years that the ciuie$

for this drawback have been identified and « formalism is proposed

which rectifies them/1/. This formalism essentially exploits the

peripheral nature of this reaction and writes distorted waves 'directly

in terms of the phase shifts. In this note we apply this formalism to
20Ne(a,2a)160 because i0Ne is believed to be the dominant structure of

a and the ground' state transitions to 0 at incident energies 78.6
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HeV and H O MeV, where the experimental data are available 121. The
a- 0 phase shifts are obtained by fitting the elastic scattering data
at various energies of relevance. The bound state wave function for
N=5, L=B (as constrained by the Pauli blocking) are generated in the
Wood-Saxon(WS) potential and that due to Buck /3/. The parameters for
WS, as obtained by a consistent analysis on various nuclei in our
earlier work /1/, are determined by folding in the a-nucleon potential
with the matter distribution. As found earlier /1/, in order to take
account of antisymmutrization the folding model radius is increased by
Ifm. The form of the Buck potential is given by folding of a with 0
densities taking zero range N-N interaction. This potential reproduces
well the enerjy levels and BIE2) values in Ne.

The calculated results aie shown in Figs.1 and 2. The WS wave
function reproduces well the shape of the dominant part of the cross-
section at both energies with nearly same (within the off-shell
effect, which is around 1.5 at lower energy M / spectroscopic factors
of 0.2 and 0.4 at KOMeV and 78.B MeV respectively. The Buck
wavefunction reproduces shape allright but gives highly inconsistent
spectroscopic factors of 2.4 and- 3S at HOMeV and 78.6MeV. The
t lieuratically estimated /5/ spectroscopic. factor is 0.21 , Thus these

1.2,-f, 1 r 1 , , , , —

Id

b

20Ne«2o<)'6Og.s
E^ = WO MeV

xc to n
Ei(M«V)

If ill I 111
20 30 40

E,(MeV)
to
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results reaffirm our earlier conclusion that the formalism presented

in Ref. IM is the proper procedure for the (a,2a) reaction and the

bound state ot-wavefur»ction in the radial region of interest in this

reaction is well described by the WS potential used here and in

earlier papers on other nuclei.

IM B.K. Jain and H.R. Sharma, Nucl. Phys. AiM. 2*3 (198ZI

III C.W. W<ing et al., Phys. Rev. £11,1795( 1iflO 1 ; M.B. Epstain et al.

Phys. Rev. £1,5811197;)

1/ B. Buck et al., Phys. Rev. CT1 .2*3(1975)

/W N.R. Sharma ami B.K. Jain, Nucl. Phys. Alii-201 ( 19821

/5/ M. Ichinura et al. Nucl. Phys. A2.0* .2251 19Y3)

NJ7. f3He,t) REACTION IN THE RCGION OF BARYON EXCITATIONS ( B.K. Jain)

In recent years important experiments have been done where the

final states having a nucleon excited to the fl-isotjar have been seen.

These experiment? pertain to 'l.i(p, & ) He reaction around 1 GeV and

( He,t) r?actiun on ?t>veral tarijet nuclti aruunU 20eV IM. Former

reaction has been successfully analysed by us earlier 111. In the

present note we present the study of the C( He,t) reaction. The

reaction mechanism is assumed to follow the OWBA framework with the

coupling interaction V (NN-- NA I given by the one-pion plus one-rho

exchange.The parameters of this interaction are fixed by the relevant

elementary reactions. The distorted waves for He and t are described

in the eikonal approximation. The A-isobar is supposed to be produced

in the bound state of the final nucleus. The wave function for it is

generated in the Woods-Saxon potential, whose depth is taken as 55 MeV

with r equal to 1.15 fm and diffuseness equal to 0.65 fm. The nucleon

wave functions are also generated in the WS well with Elton-Swift

parameters. Guidance for the phase shift function exp(2iS(b)), which

goes into the description of the eikonal distorted waves, is t»ken

from that found experimentally for o-scattering on Ca isotopes at 1.37

GeV. here the phase-shift function is found to be real with MS form,

having diffuseness 0.66 fm and rQ=1.45fm /3/. Since mass three

particles are less absorbed than a we have reduced r for our case.

The mass three transition form factor is taken from Ref./;/, tn Fig.1

the summed angular distribution for the conversion of nucleons from

various shells into various A - bound states is shown for r. e-̂ ual to

1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 fm. It is quit* remarkable that the cross-section is

well reproduced, both *.) i.agnitud* and shape.
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nC(3H».t)WN4
T'H»-2Q»V

We have also calculated, for 8=0*, the energy spectrum for the

triton for rfi=1.0, 1.1 and 1.2fm. As seen from the results in Fig.2,

the peak of the cross-section is found to be around t7?0MeV, which is

approximately the position where it is also seen experimentally. The f

, in comparison to the experimental value of about 150MeV is, however,

found to be 90MeV only.

IM T. Hennino et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 997(1983)

C. EUegaard et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 17*5(1983)

/2' B.K. Jain, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 815(13831, and Phys. Rev. C29,

1395(198;)

fit D.C. Choudhary, Phys. Rev. C 22, 184811980)

HI J.H. Cavedon et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 49; 966(1982)

N18. INTERACTION DEPEENMTNCE OF JflE PP-

and B.K. Jain)

•n A REACTION ( N.R. Sharma

Recently detailed data on the p p — interaction in the energy

region of isobar production have been reported from KEK. We have

analysed the pp -*• n A** reaction part-of them in the isobar-model,

where it is assumed that the dominant channels are only elastic and

the pp-»nA . The transition matrix for reaction is written as

Tf. n A* PP
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where X. is the continuum wave function for the final channel in the

real potential and X. that for the initial channel in a complex

potential. V- . includes the central as well as the non-central parts

of the transition interaction.

In this note we have investigated the dependence of the cross-

section on the various choices of t , using plane waves for X's.

Results corresponding to the one pion exchange with relativistic quark

model form factor IM and various pi • rho exchange models III which

fit the NN scattering data are shown in the figure. As we see the

results in the isobar energy region (i.e upto BQOMeVI of all the

interactions are consistent with the data.

MSJ College, Sharatpur.

IM R. Tegen et al., Z. Phys. A .3X4.(80357.

Ill T. Lee et al. Phys. Rev. C 19 (94J 19S;

fit G. Brown et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 16.(81)1057;

/;/ X. Baground et al., Phys. Rev. C 19 IBt) 1792.

70
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N19. SP1N-IS0SP1N FLIP GUARK-OUARK INTERACTION FROM 6Li(p(&**>

REACTION ( 8.K. Jain and S.K. Gupta)

Recently Li(p, A**) He reaction has been done at 1.04 GeV
incident energy IM where the real excitation of the M232) is seen.
The analysis of these data IZI in terms of the boson-exchange
interaction show that the essential process for this reaction is the
elementary spin-isospin flip pp-»n A reaction in the high momentum
(equivalently short range) domain. In the quark model it can be
visualized as two bags, of three quarks each, coming together and then
flipping spins and isopins of two quarks, one in each nucleon bag,
without changing radial or orbitial angular momentum. Effective
interaction for this process is written as 111

where sum runs over quarks in proton a and b. Due to short ranyud

nature of the process C is taken as independent of the momentum

transfer. Though interaction (II is the simplest possible interaction

between two quark bags it is not at all evident as how it would arise

from theories motivated by QCO. Therefore, in the present note we

determine this phenomenological interaction (i.e. the constant Cl from

the data on the Li(p,A**) He reaction. Using the interaction II) and
3 1 G 5

dominant S and S confiyuia lions fur Li and He nuclei

respectively, the cross-section for this reaction in the DWBA is given

by

ct.i/dt 4- .... ..

M F •" '

< M A _ la)Mnlb)j V | Mp(a)mp(b|

G(O) is the "distorted" Li -» He transition density. Taking
them as in Ref./2/ calculated differential cross-section along with
the experimental data are shown in Fig.1. As we see the measured
cross-section is reproduced remarkably well. The value of C, which
gives the strength of the interaction, is found to be 1120 MeV fm
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W.?O. SYSTEMATIC*1 I,V THE: VOLUME INTEGRALS OF THE IMAGINARY1 PART OF

LIGHT ION OFTrcvU. POTENTIALS fS.K. Gupta, S. KaiLas, N. Lingappa*

and A "

A systematic analysis of the imaginary part of the light

projectile (Ap;=i-6) phenomenological optical potentials his been

carried out. As a result of this analysis a global formula has been

found which decribes successfully the volume integrals {3. -

JWIrldV/lAp . At)} of the imaginary potential W in terms of the

projectile energy in the range of 0-50 HoV/nucleon and the target «nd

the projectile mass numbers.

The volume integral, J, is given as

JI°io
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E = Laboratory Energy in MeV

J = {59 / (1+ exp(Ap-V.6) ) • 292 At ' ' ' 3 [ 1 - e x p ( - 0 . 8 6 A p ) ]J

{ 1- 0 .689 (Np-Zp) ( N t - Z t l / ^ p At)}

A. - H a s s n u m b e r i = P . T

Z = proton number P= Projectile

N. = neutron number T= Traget

More details of this work for alphas appear in Ref./t/ and for

the various light ions IAp=1-6)in Ref./2/

Mangalore University

IM A. Shridhar et al. Phys. Rev. C 30., 1760(1984!

121 S.K. Gupta et al. Phys. Rev. C - to be published.

N21. PRET-EQUILIBRIUH FISSION : A NEW DECAY CHANNEL FOR COMPOSITE

SYSTtMS FORMED IN FUSION REACTIONS ( V.S. Ramamurthy and S.S.

Kapoor)

In nuclear collisions, it is generally believed that if the

target and the projectile can be brought to a configuration more

compact than a critical configuration for fusion , they fuse. If

however, the fused composite system has a vanishing fission barrier or

a fission barrier which is more compact than the critical

configuration for fusion, the system will undergo fission in a very

short interval of time I fast and quasi fission) and no compound

nucleus will be formed. We have recently shown from an analysis of

fragment angular distributions in heavy ion induced fusion reactions

that even in those cases when no fast or quasi fission events are

expected, a fraction of the fission events take place , before the

formation of the compound nucleus, in a time scale of the order of a
-21

few times 10 seconds. In analogy with the well known pre-

equilibrium particle emission in similar time scales, we call these

fission events pre-equilibrium fission. The importance of fission

events following incomplete fusion in an analysis of fragment angular

distributions measured in reactions involving highly fissile actinides

as one of the collision partners is also pointed out./I,2/

IM V.S.Ramamurthy and S.S.Kapoor, Phys.Rev.Lett. 1£, 1 7811985)

III V.S.Ramamurthy, International Conference on Nuclear Physics,

Bombay, December 27-31,1984.



N22. SUB-BARRIER FUSION IN A TWO DIMENSIONAL POTENTIAL LANDSCAPE ( S.
Rangarajan , V.S. Ramamurthy and S.K. Kataria )

For a number of heavy ion systems, the measured complete-fusion
cross sections at sub-barrier energies decrease much less steeply with
energy than predicted by models that employ a one dimensional
potential barrier. Several attempts have been made to account for this
sub-barrier fusion enhancement but with limited success. For a typical

50 5 8
system , Ni+ Ni, we have studied the potential energy landscape
near the fusion barrier in a two dimensional space involving the
relative separation and the neck degrees of freedom .As is well known,
the potential landscape exhibits two separate valleys- the fission
valley and the two fragment valley which are misaligned.lt was found
that at sub-barrier energies, it would be easier for the system to
fuse by penetrating the ridge separating the two valleys. This
results in an effective one dimensional barrier which depends on the
bombarding energy, decreasing with decreasing bombarding energy. A
calculation of the relative tunneling probability through the ridge at
the classical turning point for each bombarding energy shows
considerable enhancement of the fusion cross section over the one
dimensional barrier estimates at sub-barrier energies.The calculated
fusion cross sections with realistic values for the inertial mass in
the neck degree of freedom and the rotational moment of inertia are
found to be in good agreement with the measured values for the system5W
Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani

N23. DYNAMICAL ASPECTS OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN NUCLEON EXCHANGE AND
ENERSV LOSS FOR THE 13BXe+209Bi SYSTEM* ( KM ran Kumar*, R.K.
Ctwudhury, V-S. Rammurthy .ind S.S. Kapoor )

A classical dynamical modal with proximity nuclear potential,
proximity friction,and the one-body tranport model was used to
calculate the differential energy loss and mass(charge)variance along
the trajectory.The differential mass(charge)variance along the
trajectory is calculatedtin the one-body transport model)using the
self-consistent neutron-proton correlation in the nucleon exchange
process.Then both the differential energy loss dE ,o.,.*nd the charge
variance,da are intcgrited over the trajectory to get their
asymptotic values . These values are compared with the earlier
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calculations obtained on the basis of a constant interactin

barrier.The expressions for dE, /do, and dE, /do .with neutron-
loss A loss z

proton correlation included are given by:

dE, /do 2 =2ZN/AZ*3n/8(mEE,/u)1/2 (1>
loss * f

dE, /do Z =2N/Z»3n/8lmEE,/u)1/Z (l)
loss z f

where E is the relative kinetic energy at the time of nucleon

exchange,Ef is tt

E in eq.(1) is :

exchange,E. is the Fermi energy and u is the reduced mass.The quantity

E=(Ecm-Vi.nt'-Eloss

where E is the cm. energy,V. . is the interaction potential at the

time of nucleon exchange and E ir. the integrated energy loss.

Since the interaction potential V. ., varies with time depending on

the instantaneous values of the internuclear separation at the time of

nucleon exchange,we have carried out classical trajectory

calculations,,with four degrees of freedom, namely, the relative

separation of the two ions r.the polar angle 8 ,and angles of

intrinsic rotations of the target and the projectile 8t, 8p , tc

calculate £, and a .The values of dE, /dt were obtained from
loss z j loss

the classical equations and then do /dt were calculated from eq.(2!

and integr ted over the trajectory
1 1fi 7 fl Q

Calculations were performed for Xe + Bi system at

940,1130,K22 HeV and compared with experiment .Since maximum nucleon

exchange take place around the turning point of the trajectory,

R . ,we studied the variation of R . with impact para meter and

bombarding energy.R . is found to change by about 5 fm over the

interaction range corresponding to the deep inelastic collision.This

calculatin also shows that the dissipative force in the tangential

direction is many times larger than in the radial direction,and so the

use of eq.(t) based on tangential friction is reasonable for such

heavy system.

The calculated E, vs oz under the approximation of . constant

interaction potential is :

E1/2 ., ̂ 1/2 ' / 2 Z (3)
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Fui 1. ;hiiws tlie Iwo oJculations based on eqs.(Z) and (3).The

classical dynamical calculationleq.12)) gives values similar to

analytical calculation(eq.(3]) for low energy losses.However,for

higher energy losses there are differences in the two calculation,.

This is because in eq.O) . by assuming a constant V. ..the kinelj.-.
m t

energy of the interacting ions are underestimated and hence a lower
value of a is obtained.

IM J.N. De and S.S. Kapoor.Phys. Rev.C 26. 172(1982)

(21 J.R. Nuizenga et al.,Nucl. Phys. A387, 257(1962)

131 J.N. De and S.S. Kapoor, Phys. Rev. C27, 132811983)

Nuclear Material Accounting Cell,B.A.ft.C.

Paper published in Phys. Rev. £2£. 2096(1984)

N24. SURFACE DIFFUSENCSS OF DEFORfCD AND ROTATING NUCLETI C Aloft Sax*n*

and V.S.Ramamurthy >

Th« rotating liquid drop modtl IM basad on an idaalizad

incompressible and uniformly charged fluid with a constant surface

tension has provided a quantitative understanding of many macroscopic

features of rotating nuclei. A semi-microscopic justification of this

classical model was given by Grimnaticos/Z/ making use of the energy

density formalism, where the nuclear part of the energy is written as
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the volume integral of a suitably chosen energy density and the,

coulomb and rotational energies are calculated classically. Me have

studied the equilibrium density distributions of deformed and rotating

nuclei making use of a similar energy density formalism but also

including explicitly an anisotropy of the surface diffuseness with

respect to the direction of the nuclear symmetry axis which is also

assumed to be the rotation axis.

In the framework of the energy density formalism 121 one can

write for the nuclear part of the energy as the volume integral of

an energy density which depends on the local density and its

gradients. For the present investigations, the energy density

expression was taken from Ref./2/ , The coulomb and the rotational

energies are calculated classically. For the nuclear density

distribution, we now use a three parameter form

= 0. /[i+exp((ot -o. sin2BI(r -R(G,ipl))]

where p and a are the equilibrium, central density and surface

diffuseness for a spherical nucleus with no spin. The value of o and

a were derived on the basis of a two dimensional minimisation of the

binding energy for a spherical nucleus. The anisitropy parameter a.

represents the angular variation in the surface diffuseness about the

rotation axis. RtS.ip) describes the deformed nuclear shape for which

we have taken the Hill-Wheeler parametrisation/3/. The calculations

have been carried out for oblate shapes of the nucleus and the ground

state deformation was determined for different spins. It was found

that for both deformed and rotating nuclei, the surface diffuseness

exhibits an anisotropy corresponding to a non-zero value of the

parameter a . It should however be pointed out that this new degree of

freedom does not change the absolute value of the energy of minimum

configuration. But the surface diffuseness is expected to affect the

interaction potential between two nuclei. For example, in the

framework of the proximity potential/*./, both the universal proximity

function and the strength of the interaction depend on the diffuseness

of the nuclear surface . It is .therefore, interesting to investigate

the effect of the surface diffuseness anisotropy •for deformed and

rotating nucleus on the ion-ion interaction potential energies which

play a central role in heavy ion collision dynamics.

HZ S. Cohen. F.plasil.U.J.Swiatecki, Ann. Phys. JH. 557(1974)

121 B. Grammaticos,Phys.Rev. £11, 12**119781
111 O.L. Hill and J.A. Wheeler, Phys.Rev. SI, 1102(1953)
H I J. Blocki.J. Randrup.W.J. Swiatecki and C.F. Tsang, Ann. of Phys.

105 (19771*27.
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N25. THE! EFFECT OF SHELL-GAP IN STRONGLY OAMPEO COLLISIONS (J.N. De,
K. Krishan and S.K. Samaddar*)

In a dynamical Monte-Carlo calculation for nucleon exchange, the

influence of the shell-gap in the Single-particle level spectrum on

the energy loss-charge variance correlation in dissipative heavy ion

collisions is studied. It is. found that the presence of the gap

inhibits nucleon exchange resulting, in a diminished charge or mass

variances. It also reduces the energy loss as compared to a

calculation without. the shell-gap, but the energy loss -charge

variance correlation is disturbed little, particularly for energy loss

upto -BO MeV,

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta.

Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Calcutta.

N26. THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM IN STRONGLY DAMPED COLLISIONS ( S.K.
Samaddar*, J.N. De and K. Krishan )

Energy division between colliding nuclei in damped collisions is

studied in the statistical nucleon exchange model. The reactions Fe

f 15BHo and Ssfe * 2 3 BU at incident energy of *65 MeV are considered

this purpose. It is found that the excitation energy is approximately

equally shared between the nuclei for the peripheral collisions and

the systems slowly approach equilibrium for more central collisions.

This is in conformity with the recent exprimental observations.The

calculated variances of the charge distributions are found to depend

appreciably on the temperature and are in very good agreement with the

experimental •• data.

*Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Calcutta.

Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta.
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N27. THERMONUCLEAR REACTION RATES FROM (p,n) REACTIONS ( S. KaiLas )

Thermonuclear reaction rates (TNRR) in the temperature range
q

Î T ^5 have been extracted from experimentally (in 10 *VC) measured
(p.n) cross sections h .21 for 9 2, 94Zr. 93Nb. 9 S, 9 G, 98Mo. 1Q3Rh,
110 „_, 107 109, 115, 117 122,. ... . ,

Pd, , Ag. In, ., Sn nuciides and for proton energies

below 7MeV. The procedure for extractions of TNRR is as discussed in

Ref.12/ The TNRR valuses from the present work agree broadly with

those of Roughton et al. HI for the cases where the nuclei in the two

works are common. However, there are noticable differences in some

cases in the temperature range below T»=3. The most discrepant are the
117 9

TNRRs for the Sn(p.n) reaction, which are higher by a factor of two
as compared to the present work in the entire T range.

IM C.H. Johnson et al, Phys. Rev. C 15, 196(1977); Phys. Rev. C20,

2052(1979)

111 R.L. Hershberger et al. Phys.Rev C 21, 096(1980)

D.S. Flynn et al, Phys. Rev, C 20,. 1700 (1979)

R. Schrill et al, Phys. Rev. C 20, 170B (1979)

121 S. Kailas and H.K. Hehta Pramana 7,6 (1976)

HI N.A. Roughton et al, Atomic Data and Nuclear Data tables 23,

177(1979).

N28. PARTICLE PRODUCTION FROM A CONDENSING QUARK-GLUON PLASMA < S.C.
Pbatak and N. Sarma)

Various theoretical calculations IM predict that at an energy

density of around 0.5 GeV/fm hadronic matter will transit to a quark-

gluon phase. We here assume the formation of a quark-gluon plasma

beyond a specified energy density in heavy ion collisions. The

coagulation of this plasma into hadrons as it expands is examined. !n

this model hadron formation is proportional to the probability that

three quarks, or a quark-antiquark pair with the appropriate quantum

numbers foregather in a hadronic volume. The baryon momentum

distribution in the plasma is

WB(p) = .(1/N)C8lqr|q)V
3 /fi*lp-Zpi) iui(P;.)d*Pi

while in the hadronic phase this momentum distribution is that of a

non-ralativistic Boltzmann gas

WBlp)5|p2-m2
BJd*p 3 2 j ' V

V D
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Similar expression may be written

distribution in the plasma is

for mesons. The quark momentum

The e n e r g y c o n s t r a i n t , [ t e t p . ) + BV] = ( t p . ) " + m. r e s t r i c t s t h e
1 1 D

quark momenta within the hadron. The collapse of the plasma into

hadrons occurs 111 at an energy density, e=4B. The above equations

determine the hadron densities provided the bag constant B, the OCD

coupling constant a and the factor F which is the fraction of the

saturation density of the strange quarks, is given.

In our calculations the N,A,A and E baryons and both the nonets

of mesons are included. Because or the uncertainty in the plasma

volume, particle production ratios for it,K and A to protons are

computed as a function of the incident energy for the collision of

identical nuclei of mass 40.

The central trigger of the experiment /3/ on Ar + KC1 at 1.6

GeV/u defines a maximum impact parameter of ,2.4fm which leads to a A-

production crass section of 6.1mb for B = 170 MeV as against the

measured 7.6 ± 2.2 mb. The calculated K production cross section from

the 2.1 GeV/u He • NaF reaction is 16 mb for the reasonable maximum

impact parameter of 3fm which is close to the 23 ,*, 8 mb as determined

HI by experiment.

Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar 751005

fU L. Van Hove, XIII symposium on Multiparticle Dynamics,

Volendatn, 1982.

12/ R. Hagedorn, I. Montvay and J. Rafelski, Hadronic Matter at

Extreme Energy Density (ed. N. Cabibbo, Plenum 19821 p49

111 J.W. Harris et al., Phys. Rev. Lett, H, 229 (1981)

/*/ S. Schr.etzer et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.,41, 989(1982)
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N2?. GUARK-GLUON PLASMA FORMATION IN NN ANNIHILATION AND HEAVY ION

COLLISIONS fS.C. Phatak*and N. Sarma)

The consequences of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma and its

later hadronisation are investigated. It is assumed that the plasma is

formed beyond a specified energy density. Two reactions are

considered, the total annihilation of antinucleons on nucleons and the

central collisions of heavy ions. -A coalesce,ice model for the

formation of quark clusters, i.e. hadrons is formulated. The

multiplicity and momentum distribution of pions and kaons from NN

annihilation as also the ratio of the production of pions, kaons and

lambdas to protons are estimated for various collision energies of

heavy ions. The K spectra at 3 angles are computed and compared with

avialable experimental data.

Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar 751005, India. •

N30. P ANNIHILATION IN LIGHT NUCLEI ( S.C. Phatak and W. Sarma)

The pion and nucleon spectrum resulting from antiproton

annihilation on H, He and He has been calculated in this pap* "he

model assumes that following p-annihilation, a quark-gluon pi .-- s

formed in which all nucleons participate. The plasma subse^ut.—J.y

expands and decays into observable hadrons (mainly pions and

nucleons). A coalescence model is used to determine the number and

momentum distributions of these hadrons.

Assuming the formation of a quark-gluon plasma, the energy and

baryon number densities in the plasma are given by /1/

and

where B, a^, u and (5 are the bag pressure, colour coupling constant,

quark chemical potential and inverse plasma temperature respectively.

The hadronisation of the plasma is assumed to take pla.ce when the

inward bag pressure balances the outward pressure of quarks and gluons
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and P as a function of B and a at the

(E= 4B). This condition implies that the volume of the

plasma, V = (A +1)m/(4B) where A is the number of nucleons in a nucleus

and m is the nucleon mass. In addition, conservation of baryon number

implies that n=(A-1l. These conditions and the above equations are
B

sufficient to determine u

transition point.

The momentum distributions and number densities of pions and

nucleons after hadronisation are calculated by means of the

coalescence model of Ref./2/ The model implies that the momentum

distributions are determined by the plasma temperature at transition

point and the numbers are obtained by imposing energy and baryon

number conservation after hadronisation. The results for antiproton

annihilation in He are presented in Table 1.

These results show that the temperature of pions produced in

p- He annihilation is lower than the temperature in the case of p-p

annihilation and that the average multiplicity of pions is also

somewhat smaller. The values of plasma volume for different values of

B imply that the probability of plasma'formation varies from 7 to 15
1/4

per cent as B decreases from 190 to 150 MeV, Thus we believe that

these effects can be observed in antiprotun annihilation experiments

at 1 CAR.

Table I

p - He

p - p

B1/t = 150 MeV

Vtfm)3 0"1(MeV) < n >

1* 120 3.5

7 127 4.4

B1/4= 190 MeV

V (fm3 ) p"' (MeV) <^n>

5.6 146 3-6

2.8 156 3-9

Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar.

l\l 3. Rafelski, High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure, led.

Catillon et al., North Holland, 1982) p489

111 S.C. Phatak and N. Sarma, to be published.
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N31. STOPPING POWER AND RAN6C OF FISSION FRAGMENTS IN P-5 GAS (R.

Govil, D.M. Nadkarni and S.S. Kapoor)

The energy loss of heavy ions in matter is of interest in atomic

physics and for the identification of heavy ion reaction products

using a AE-E particle telescope. Measurements of specific energy loss

of heavy ions in different media have been carried out using heavy

ions from accelerators and these results, when compared with various

theoretical models, show significant discrepancies between experiment

and theoretically predicted energy losses /I,2/. Nuclear fission

provides a convenient source of heavy ions with a range of atomic

numbers, masses and energies (0.4 - 1.3 MeV/nucleon) and measurements

of energy losses can be usefully carried out. In this work the

.measurements of specific energy losses of fission fragments, produced

in the thermal neutron induced fission-of U, in P-S gas (95Z Argon

+ 52 methane), which was carried out 121 using » back-to-back gas ion

chamber (AE) semiconductor detector (E) set.up has been analysed with

the aim of obtaining the electronic stopping powers and range of

fission fragment in this gas. Based on these experimental data and a

formulation of stopping power given by Nbrthcliffe /W the stopping

powers and ranges of fission fragments in the energy region of 0.5

1.5 MeV/amu for light fragments (Z = 30-42) and between 0.2 to 1.0

HeV/amu for heavy fragments !Z - 46-60) have been computed and

tabulated.

/I/ J.S. Forster et al, Nucl. Inst. t, Method: J_3J>, 349 (1976)

121 F. Hubert et al Ann. Phys. (Paris) 1, Suppl. (1980)

121 R. Govil et al. Nucl. Instrument fc Methods in Physics Research .&£,

13 (1964)

HI L.C. Northcliffe and R.F. Schilling. Nucl. Data Tables AI, 4

(1970).

N32. LIFE TIME MEASUREMENTS USING 0*+ BEAM.CA.B. Parui, P.Sfngh, R.

Myth Hi, P.K. Bhattacharya, V.S. Raju, M.G. Betigeri, Meenaxi*

end G. Krishnatnurthy )

Life time measurements of transitions in excited oxygen atoms

following beam foil interaction have been performed in the visible

region. A glass lens (f=10cm) focusses the light emitted following the

beam-foil excitations on to 0.5mm entrance slit of a half-metei

monochromator employing Czerney Turner, mount. Single photon counting
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is accomplished by a cooled 6256-S photomultiplier I Dark current 0.1

count/sec ). Wavelengths in the region of 33(IOA to 7000A were scanned

to observe atomic transitions. Excitation function studies between

incident energies of 0 ions corresponding to 300-1500KV on the

terminal helped to identify the nature of the transitions observed.

Fourteen strong transitions were identified and the life time of their

transitions were determined by following the intensities of the

transitions as a function of the foil position which can be moved in

steps of 50pm (typically 1 MV 0* .arts correspond to a velocity of

5.8mm/ns). The results are listed in Table 1. Further experiments to

extend ,the results to UV region are currently being planned using a

Seya-Nanuoka monochromator.

Wavelength (£.)

4615

4650

4667

4S32

5305

4665

37S2

3729

3734

3(42

3434

4351

Table-1

Life Time

2.1 ns

5.17 ns

2.82 ns

3.17 ns

2.46 ns

0.211 ns

8.0 ns

-

-

-

1.01 ns

2.23 ns

Excitation state

o a
0 II

0 II

0 IV

0 VI

0 II

0 II!

0 IV

0 IV

0 IV

0 VI

0 IV

-ijectroscopy Division, BARC.

NX*. SEARCH FOR A HETASTABL£ 3pe STATE IN H~ ION (V.H. Patar, C.V.K.

Saba , A. Roy and v-f{. AgarwaL )

The ground state of the negative ion of hydrogen (Is Se) is

well known. The one, and perhaps only, tnetastable excited state of H~

has been proposed almost fifteen years ago but has not yet been
3 G

observed experimentally. This is the p slate in H , lower than tht

parent (2p 2p I state by only 9 meV. This state has a lifetime of

«1.Gn* and decays by radiative autoionization ui2. by emission of •

photon and oletron simultaneously.
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We have attempted to populate this state by passing a 30-50 keV

proton beam through a thin (-5 ugm/cm ) carbon foil and looking for a

photon, of X-1220A, and an electron which moves with a velocity * beam

velocity, in coincidence. The photon is detected in a channeltron with

a LiF window and the electron is energy analysed in a parallel plate

electrostatic analyser and detected with a microchannel plate. In a

preliminary run with 50 keV proton beam we did not find evidence for

this state at a level » 10 of the 2p state in hydrogen which is

always populated. We hope to improve our sensitivity in a future run

by :

(i) coating CsF on the channeltron to improve the efficiency for

photon detection

(ii) improving the vacuum in the chamber to -10" torr

(iii) better statistics, and

(iv) lowering the beam energy to "30 keV.

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay (00005.

NJ4. K-SHELL IONIZATION PROBABILITY MEASUREMENTS IN PROTON INDUCED
REACTION AND APPLICATION FOR COMPOUND NUCLEAR LIFE TIME STUDIES
(R.K. Choudhury, P.N. Ramarao, M. Lai and D.N. Nadkarni)

Energetic charged particles while being scattered from the

nucleus can also ionize the inner atomic shells. From theoretical

considerations, the ionization probability is an important parameter

in order to obtain information on the electron wave functions inside

the atom and also to understand the reaction mechanism between the

'incoming proton and the atom. Moreover, it has been shown/1-3/ that by

measuring the x-rays in coincident with the outgoing particles

produced in a nuclear reaction ,the compound nuclear level widths can

be obtained.

We have designed an experimental setup in order to measure the x-

ray yields in coincidence with the scattered protons in a close

coupled geometry. The x-rays are detected at 90 angle to the beam

direction by a Si(Li) detector placed at a distance of 3.0 cm from the

target. The scattered protons ace detected by a surface detector which

can be placed at different angles with respect to the beam direction.

By measuring the coincident x-ray yield as a function of the

scattering angle, the ionization probability as a function of the

impact parameter can be obtained. We have carried out a measurement

with 3.2 HeV protons from the Van de Graaff machine using Ag and Ni
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targets. The time resolution with pulser was 4 ns(FWHM) , whereas
for real pulses it was 20 ns(FMHM). The run was only , partially
successful due to severe beam instabilities and we were able to obtain
the data on iopisation probability for 90 scattering with poor
statistics. The time spectrum is shown in Fig.1. More measurements are
being planned in this direction for many targets at various bombarding
energies.

IT)

O
O
u

A
Ag

• -

(P,P)
p-X coinc.

TPHC OUTPUT, nsec

/1/ P.C.Gugelot, Proc.Inter.Conf. on Direct Interactions
Reaction Mechanisms, Padua,Vol I, p382H962).

Ill J.F.Checnin et al. Nucl. Phys.Aill. *07<1979).
121 S.Rohl et al, Phys. Rev. Lett.il, 130.0(1979).

and Nuclear

N35. PARTICLE INDUCED X-RAY EMISSION CPIXE) STUDIES AT VAN
ACCELERATOR ( Madan LaL, U.K. Choudhury, D.C.

B.L.

DE GRAAFF

Ramarao, K.N. Iyengar,
Paraneswaran )

Choudhury,
Jangida , V.K.

Biswas, P.N.
Pandey and H.

We describe the work done with a PIXE set up at the 5.5 MeV Van
de Graaff accelerator. The experimental setup is shown schematically
in Fig.1. The charged particle beam from the accelerator bombards th«
sample mounted in an evacuated chamber. The x-rays are detected in th»
Si I Li) detector mounted outside the vacuum chamber at a distance of
3.5 cm from the sample. In order to obtain a uniform beam over a fixed
area of the sample, we have employd a diffuser foil and a combination
of graphite collimators as shown in Fig.1.
The proton beam current is monitored by the Faraday cup at the end of
the sample chamber. The x-rays excited from the sample are recorded
for known integrated beam current for quantitative analysis of the
elements in the sample. To reduce the count rate in the unwanted lew
energy region due to the bremsstrahlung of electrons, thin absorber
foils are introduced in front of the detector. The sensitivity for
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50mmGraphil«.
Collimator

Sample
mylar backing

nfekti drtfuser

collimator

30 mm
graphite
collimator

lead shield
( 5 m m )

detection of any element depends upon the excitation and detection

efficiency of the x-rays of that element in the setup and also oh the

background present in the spectrum in the region of the interested x-

ray line. In the case of PIXE, the background arises mainly from the

bremsstrahlung of the energetic photoelectrons and gamma rays produced

from the sample and the backing material. It has been found that thin

millipore and mylar are quite suitable for use as backing materials in

so far as they do not have significant trace impurities and give small

background contribution to the x-ray spectra. The sensitivity of the

system for different elements is obtained by depositing a known amount

of the elements and measuring the number of x-rays produced above the

background per microcoulomb of proton charge per nucrogram/sq.cm. of

the element concentration. This quantity is a function of the proton

energy but an optimum detection for any element is obtained in some

bombarding energy range. The results on the number of Ka x-

rays/uC/ugcm- for different atomic numbers is shown in Fig.2.

0
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URINE SAMPLES
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It is seen that the production and detection crosssection

decreases rapidly with increasing atomic number and L x-rays are used

for elements of Z ) 45. BY having a set of multi-element standards,the

x-ray intensities have been measured and used as. calibration for

determining the concentration of elements in any unknown sample.

Another way for carrying out quantitative analysis of samples is to

employ internal standards for each sample from which one measures the

intensity of x-rays of different elements relative to the standard

element. We have adopted both these methods for analysing samples

depending on the way the samples are prepared in any particular

application.

A number of medical samples have been analysed using this PIXE

setup. Fig.3 shows the spectre of urine samples obtained from a

patient with laacl poisoning. The aim in tho study was to monitor the

effect of drug administered to t;ie paiient for extracting lead from

the system. The figure shows the :t-ray spectrum durinfl(A) and aftertBI

the drug was given to the patient. A number of blood,milk and food

samples have also besn analysed during the last few runs with the

beam. Some of tho results of the recent investigations were presented

in the IPA seminar on low energy accelerators held at Bhubaneswar in

November 1984 .

Analytical Chemistry Division
tt

Health Physics Division

M36. EWER6Y DISPERSIVE X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS

OF ,A COMPUTER CODE ON PDP 11/03. ..

To obtain good accuracy in determining the x-ray intensities of

overlapping spectra, the detector response functions for pure element

x-ray lines was obtained. These response.functions arc then used in •

least square programme to obtain the intensity of the x-ray lines in

any unknown specii jm for quantitative 'analysis. This method of

obtaining the exact shape functions of the x-ray spectra makes the

analysis of overlapping peaks quite accurate. This code was used for

analysis of stainless steel samples which will be presented

subsequently,
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H37. X-RAY ANALYSIS PROGRAM ( Madan Lai )

X-ray analysis has been carried out for the benefit of many users

as given below.

(a) Metallurgical application?

i. Determination of sulphur in electrodeposited Ni-Mn alloys,

ii. Determination of Ag coating thickness on copper wire,

iii. Determination of Fe and Ni on Zr-Ni metal glass for diffusion

studies.

iv. Determination of Ag coating thickness on glass.

Ib) Waste management applications

i. To determine the trace elements present in glass for waste

management studies

ii. Determination of the composition of high temperature electric

furnace wire of Kanthol.

(c) Chemical engineering studies

i. To determine the composition of garlect wire (Ag.Cu and Zn)

ii. To determine the concentrations of uranium in solutions,

(d) Isotope group applications

To determine the composition of an alloy us«d as diaphragm for

hydrogen purification for tritium production,

(e) Analysis of machine parts

i. Analysis for ball screw and nuts of machines from 0N6C.

ii. Analysis of alloys (SS301) from Central Workshops,BARC.

N38 ANALYSIS OF THICK STAINLESS STEEL SAMPLES BY XRF METHOD* ( Madan

Lai and U.K. Cboudhury >

Energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence method has bean extensively

employed in recent years for a variety of applications due to the

unique capability of providing quick and simultaneous analysis. For

quantitative analysis, thin samplt method has been advantageous both

from point of view of sensitivity and simplicity of computation. In

thick samples, particularly in case of alloys, the- interelement

effects are very severe and the observed x-ray intensities get

considerably altered from the linear relationship with the

concentration which normally holds true for thin samples. Ne have

taken up a study to analyse industrial stainless steel samples after

incorporating the absorption and enhancement corrections which are

invariably present in such alloys.
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The x-ray fluorescence system consists of a cooled Si(Li)

detector of 30mm x 3mm size having an energy resolution of 170eV for

5.9 keV x-rays. Annual Pu and Am sources are employed to excite

the elements in the stainless samples. The data were recorded in a

series 80 Canberra MCA and data analysis was carried out on a POP

It/03 DEC microcomputer. The x-rays of the high I elements Nb and No

were excited by the lOOmc Am source. The data indicates that these

elements can be analysed to better than 2% accuracy by employing only

the absorption corrections. However, for low Z elements;such as Cr.Fe

and Ni, this is not true due to the matrix effects of absorption and

enhancement of x-rays within the sample. The matrix effect can be

demonstrated by isolating from the data the enhancements in the Cr x-

rays due to Fe and Ni. Fig.1 shows the ratio of R(Crl/W(Cr) as a

function of W(Fe),where the values of ft(Cr) were obtained after

subtracting the enhancement contribution from Ni. In the above R's and

W's are the observed counts and the actual concentrations of the

elements respectively. It is seen that the enhancement factor is a

non-linosu- function of the concentration of the enhancing element. Me

have carried out a regression analysis of the data on the observed

counts and the concentrations of the above three elements to obtain

the enhancement coefficients. By using these coefficients, it is then

possible to calculate the concentrations of elements in any unknown

sample to within an accuracy of 5Z.

I too

Enhonctmtnt o( Cr K t by Ft
In Cr-Ft-NI Matrix

60 eo KM
VvConctntratiwof Fi

In summary, we have investigated *. method of analysing thick

stainless steel samples after incorporating both enhancement and

absorption «ffacts. This method can.also bs applied to other alloys

where the inter-tlement matrix effects are significant.

Work presented at the International Conference on Applications of

Radioisotopfi in Industry in Jan. 1984,



N39. OPTIMISATION OF GEOMETRY FOR EXCITATION OF SAMPLES IN THE RARE

EARTH REGION FOR X-RAY FLUORESCENCE* C Marian Lai, R.K. Choudhury

and R.M. AgarwaL ?

Analysis of rare earth elements ( Z -57 to 69) has been carried

out earlier by x-ray emission technique using either photon/1-4/ or

charged particle excitations /5,6/. Host of the earlier work by photon

excitation have been restricted to the measurement of I x-rays by

wavelength dispersion method/1,2/. Although tn. method provides

excellent energy resolution in the region of L x-rays, the efficiency

of x-ray production and detection is quite poor, thereby leading to

quite poor detection limits. Recently some work has been reported on

energy dispersive analysis of rare earth elements by employing K x-ray

excitation with photon and charged particle beams. The detection

limits achieved by charged particle excitation are in the range of a

few micrograms. The work by Laurer.et al HI' on photon excitations

using an annular Co source also gives detection limits in that

range. The problems in obtaining better detection limits in the range

of rare earth elements have been mainly the selection of a right

exciting source and high background in the region of interest due

tomultiple scattering of the source radiations. One expects the

fluorescent x-ray yield to be better by employing Am source! 59.57

keV) for exciting the sample, but the compton scattered background

poses a definite problem. In this work we have investigated various

source detector configurations in order to improve the detection

limits for rare earth elements.

In the conventional uncollimated annular geometry, the compton

scattered background interferes heavily with the K x-ray lines of the

rare earth elements and with stricter detector collimation the

situation improves. However,as will' be shown in the following,

employing a side source and close coupled geometry, an order of

magnitude improvement in the detection limits can be achieved. We also

show that the side source geometry for exciting samples is universally

superior to the commonly used annular geometry.

The experimental arrangement of the two geometries is shown in

Fig.1. A synthetic sample consisting of a. number of rare earth
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elements in the concentration range of a few micrograms was prepared

on thin mylar backing. The sample was excited by a 100 mci Am

source. In the conventional uncollimated annular geometry, the x-rays

from the sample cannot be seen above the scattered background.

However, by collimating the detector, the detectivity improves as can

be seen in Fig.2.

MM IWTH IMWII n m M lACKIM UUmtB M1H Sr(u) OEtRIO* I t«-l »>
/mo Am1" Jounce ingncii J " - » M

m o i«o njo nao

CHANNEL NUMBER — -
M.I

two

In the same figure, the spectrum obtained in the case of side :,cures

excitation is also shown. The detection limits achieved in this case

is much better than the annular case. The main reasons for such a

significant improvement is (il reduction in the compton background due

to 90 scattering,(ii)shifting of the compton peak to somewhat higher

energy in the 90 geometry as compared to the back geometry in the

annular case and (iii(higher count rate in the side geometry due to

close coupling between the source,sample and the detector. The

detection limits achieved 'in the cbllimated side source geometry is in

the region of a few hundred nanograms- as seen in Fig.8. We have also

taken data for samples of lower atomic numbers in all the geometries

and in this case also the side source geometry compares better than

the annular case.

To conclude,we have studied the performance of various source-

detector geometries for excitation of x-rays in the analysis of

samples in the rare earth region. By employing a close coupled side

source geometry, it was possible to achieve detection limits of the

order of a few hundred nanograms for a counting time of one hour vith

a 100 mci
241 Am source.
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-Submitted for publication in X ray Spectroinetry.
Spectroscopy Division,B.A.R.C.

IM G.Nelson et al, Anal. Chem.Ii, 2137(1372).
121 I.Roelandts, Anal. Chem.H, 676(1981).
131 G.R.laurer et al. Adv. X Ray Anal.15,201(1982).
HI R.^patz et al, Analytische Chemie.lH. 267(1977).
/5/ I.Roelandts et al, Nucl. Instr.i Meth.157., H K 1 9 7 8 ) ,
16/ K.M.Barfoot et al.Nucl. Instr.fc Meth-131, 107(1984).

N4O. RSS ANALYSIS OF ION BEAM MIXED Cu IN ST (P.K. Bhattacbarya,
K.G.M. Nair* and K.Krishan*J

Ion beam mixing, radiation enhanced diffusion and surface alloy
formation due to implantation are some of the phenomena that need to
be studied to understand the basic aspects of ion beam induced
reactions in single or multi-interface thin film structures.
Rutherford Back Scattering (R8S) is a technique which does not forbid
the use of other techniques for characterizing the same material to
obtain a coherent picture, of the state of a given solid. Ion beam
mixing studies were conducted on Si-Cu system. Thin (-300A) film of
copper was evaporated on clean silicon substrates. The samples were
irradiation to various doses ranging- from 5 x 1 0 ions/cm to 2 x
1017 ions/cm2 by 120 KeV Ar* ions at room temperature. Backscattering
spectra of the samples were taken on irradiated and non-irradiated
regions. Backscattering spectra' were also taken after removing the
film both by scotch tape technique and chemical procedure. The spectra
taken on a sample irradiated to a dose of 5x101E ions/cm2 b y 120 KeV
Ar* is shown in the figure. The spreading of Cu peak towards the low
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energy side indicates that mixing has taken place during Ar

irradiation. Other doses clearly indicating substantial mixing at the

Cu-Si interface are being analysed.

Mat. Science Lab, RRC, Kalpakkam.

N41. CHANNELING EFFECT ANALYSIS OF DEFECTS IN ION BOMBARDED CRYSTALS
(P.K. Bbattacharya, K.S.W. Nair* and K. Krishan*)

Defects produced by ion implantation have been studied using

gaseous ions (Ar*, Kr+ etc) from a simple high dose implanter. Tht

information regarding the depth profile of the damage, nature and

concentration of the defects present, produced by chemical nature of

ions used is of importance. The concentration of defects can be

obtained from the channeled yield and the nature o, defects can be

obtained from the energy dependence of dechanneling cross-section Of

the defect. The energy dependence of the dechanneling cross-section of
1/2

some of the common defects are as follows. Dislocations -E ,

Interstitial*- E* . The channeling studies are at an initial stage.

The random and aligned spectra taken on Si<111> crystal implanted with

130KeV Ar* ions to a dose of 6.37 x 1017 ions/cm2 is shown in Fig.1.
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Initially only Si crystals are being investigated to irradiations at

various energy, and doses of Ar* , Ne* and Kr* , but the work would be

extended to other metal crystals later on (Al. Ta and Cu). The

channeling studies will be done on as irradiated crystals and after

annealing. The change in the damage profile and nature of defects

brought about by the annealing process will be studied using TEM

wherever necessary.

Mat. Science Lab, RRC, Kalpakkam.

N42. MIXING AND LOCATION OF Fe-Si, Fe-AL, Fe-Ge AND Fe-Ag FILMS ON

SILICON AND GERMANIUM ( P.H. Bhattacharya, A. Jain, S.B. Ogale*,

S.M. Kanetkar* and S.M. Sfiaisas )

The primary aim is to synthesize the equilibrium as well as non-

equilibrium alloy phase on solid surfaces by using ion and pulsed

laser beams and to study their reaction kinetics. Once the

surface/interface is processed then our emphasis is on the

identification of phases formed due to the irradiation and

subsequently annealing treatment. Atomic mixing and subsequent thermal

reactions are studied in the single interface. Fe-X structure, using

the techniques of RBS and conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy
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(CEMS). Use has been made of a thin (-50A) layer of Fe T Mossbauer
isotope (enriched »95.45n at the interface between a thin film over-
layer and a substrate. R.B.S. spectra were analysed for as-deposited
and ion beam mixed (150KeV Kr* ions at various doses) Fe-X composites.
The conversion electron .spectra showed that metastable phases had been
formed and hyperfine splitting, after electron capture of Fe could
be' attributed to observed differences in the alloy concentration
ratios. For atomic process, these results would throw light about pure
collision mechanisms of recoil implantation [independent of target
temperature) and on those mechanisms which consider thermally
activated migrational properties of point defects.

University of Poona.

N43. CHANNELING EFFECT ANALYSIS OF MOCVD THIN FILMS ON SILICON C P.K.
Bttattacharya, C. Pbanavantary and R. Karekar )

It is important to know stqichiometry of films of metal organic
chemically vapor* deposited oxides onto silicon substrates. Thickness
of the layer and oxygen to aluminium ratios of such over layers have
been measured by using 2 MeV He* - ion backscattering technique.
Analysis is'being made from a intercomparison of channelled and random
RBS spectra. In the formation of these films it has been found that
the physicochemical properties are very sensitive to deposition
parameters, e.g. temperature and chlorine content. We are going to
investigate if differences in physico-chemical properties could be
roughly correlated with deviations from stoichiometry for the two
types of films. Back scattering has been applied previously to
composition studies of hydr.olytically deposited alumina, studies of
silicon dioxide and silicon nitride layers. In the present case
channeling has been resorted to solve the complication of the spectral
overlap arising from the mass difference between aluminium and silicon
atoms.

University of Poona.
* Aluminium Isopropoxidt



N44. INVESTIGATION OF RADIATION DAMAGE DUE TO REACTIVE ETCHING OF
SILICON WAFERS ( P.K. Bhattacharya and R. Pinto*)

Reactive etching process is one of the essential processes

required for device fabrication technology'. A very thin surface layer

of the Si wafer gets damaged due to this process by low energy ions of

the plasma used for etching. Its effect can be seen by measuring MOS-

behaviour electrically, but little work has been done as to how much

this damage is, using RBS and ion channeling studies. We have made

planar and axial channeling experiments to assess this damage using

lateral translation technique to evaluate planar inhotnogeneities. No

such inhomogeneous damage effects were seen, but the damage itself was

rather restricted in a thin layer. Using better detector resolution

and evaluating greater flux damage cases we would evaluate electrical

behaviour of such layers in the following runs.

In addition experiments are directed towards developing an under-

standing regarding the beam induced atomistic reactive processes and

we plan to make noble gas irradiation of thin metallic chloride films

on Si. Such investigations are a part of our ongoing research

programmes.

SSE Group, TIFR, Bombay 400 005.

N45. STOPPING CROSS-SECTIONS OF He* IONS IN BISMUTH f Kuldeep and

Animesh K. Jain )

Stopping cross-section of He* ions in various materials

constitute vital data for depth profiling by Rutherford Back-

scattering Spectroscopy(RBS). Experimental values for many elements

are not available over the entire energy region of interest, namely

-1.5 to 3.5MeV. With this in mind, stopping powers of He ions in

bismuth were measured using RBS. Samples were prepared by vacuum

deposition of bismuth films on well polished aluminium substrates.

Conventionally, one obtains the film thickness in such measurements by

weighing of the samples. The accuracy of the stopping powers thus

measured is severely limited by film thickness non-uniformities across

the sample. To overcome this limitation, we obtain film thicknesses

also from, analysis of RBS spectra. This method makes use of well

established stopping powers for the substrate, which was aluminium in

our case. The stepping cross-sections in the energy range 1.3-3.2 MeV

were determined from the observed widths of the Bi peak in the RBS

spectra.



The accuracy of our method based on RBS was checked by making similar
measurements on copper, for which stopping cross-sections are well
studied. Our measurements were in excellent agreement (<3Z) with the
earlier measurements. Further, since we determine the film thicknesses
precisely at the spot (-1mm diameter) where RBS spectrum is taken, our
results are insensitive to thickness variations across the sample.
This was also confirmed experimentally by making repeated measurements
at different points on the same sample. While different stopping
measurements based on weighing procedure showed a variation of upto
152, the corresponding values obtained on the same sample by RBS were
remarkably constant (within < 2%).

Submitted for publication to "Nuclear Instruments and Methods in
Physics Research: Section B"

N46. RELIABLE DEPTH PROFILING ON LASER TREATED SURFACES ( Kutdeep and
Animesh K. Jain )

Laser treatment of deposited film* often results in globules on
the surface, which may influence the solute depth profiles as measured
by Rutherford.Backscattering (R8S). Attempts have been made in the
past to remove these artefacts by dissolving the unreacted material in
a suitable solvent. This method is not fool-proof as the underlying
alloyed region may also be attacked by the solvent. Me have shown that
a scotch-tape can be effectively used to selectively remove the
unreacted layer. The technique make use of the generally poor adhesion
of globules and its effectiveness was demonstrated for zinc films on
aluminium.

Vacuum deposited zinc films on aluminium were laser treated with
single pulses (-12 ns FHHMI from a Nd: glass laser at the Laser
Division, 8ARC. RBS depth profile of Zn after laser treatment at
S.5J/cm2 shows a sharp surface peak followed by a flat profile
extending to depths > 2 ym. Such a profile could also result from
presence of Zn globules on the surface. We performed scotch tape test
to remove any unreacted Zn. RBS spectrum taken again after this
removal reveals dissapearanc* of the surface peak, as well as the flat
tail. This new profile represents actual intermixing of Zn and Al, and
is consistent with liquid phase diffusion model. A diffusivity of
-5x10"*cm2s"' has been estimated for Zn in molten Al from the depth
profile obtained after scotch-tape test. The laser-treated surfaces
wero examined under an optical microscope to correlate the surface
texture and. RBS depth profiles.

Solid State Physics Symposium, 8ARC Bombay, December 23-25,19B*.
Vol. I K . P.9*-
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S 1. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF Fe, N AND Hn N (S.K. Paranjpe,
Horsbngkhohadi , Kurniadi Suaaiwidjaja , M.R.L.N. ffurthy and
N.S. Satya Murthy*)

Isostructural transition, mttal nitrides Fe N and Hn N exhibit
ferro and ferrimagnetic ordering. The metal atoms form a f.c.c.
framework with nitrogen occupying the body centre. Since the
environment of these two magnetic atom species are different, their
moment distribution and form factors are expected to be different. The
present study is the first of its kind which brings out this aspect
clearly. Polarised as well as unpolarised neutron diffraction
measurements were made on polycrystalline samples of these nitrides.
The magnetic form factors for the face centre metal atoms have been
obtained using Fe* and Hn* form factors for the corner atoms in Fe N
and Hn.N respectively and are shown in Fig.1
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Fig. 1. Experimental form factor for face centred (•) Fa atom in Ft N
and (b) Hn atom in Hn4N.
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The magnetic form factor for Fe_. in Fe N is expanded as compared

to that of Fe implying a contracted moment density for the Fe.j

atoms. The moment of Fe is thus well localised.

In the case of Mn,N, the form factor for Mn is significantly

contracted as compared to that of the .corner atom. This implies a well

spread out moment density and an overlap with the N and Mn. atoms.

These observations are in qualitative agreement with the

theoretical model of Jardin and Labbe /I/ where a strong crystal field

at . the Mn site resulting in resonance between Nip) and Mn.. !d )

9
atomic levels are considered.

Institut Teknologi, Bandung, Indonesia.

Pusat Penelitian Teknik Nuklir, Bandung, Indonesia.

* Since deceased.

/1/ J.P. Jardin and J. Labbe J. Solid Stat.Chem. .££. 275 (1983)

S 2. MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF U C u ^ N ^ SYSTEM (R.Chahravarthy,
S.H. Paranjpe, ft.R.L.N. Murthy, L. Madhav Rao and N.S.

Murthy >
In view of the current interest in UCu. Ni for x<1.0 as a

valence fluctuating system /I/, we have carried out a neutron

diffraction study on two compositions (x=0.0 and 0.2) to assess the

role of nickel in determining the long range magnetic ordering. The

measurements were made at 300K and 4.2K. Room temperature patterns

were profile refined. They confirm Au8e5 type crystal structure with

agreement factor of 82.

The diffraction pattern for UCu at 4.2K shows an additional peak

of magnetic origin. This could be indexed as (311) on the basis of

type 2 antiferromagnetic structure. The absence of the magnetic (111)

indicates the moment-direction to be along [111]. In order to avoid

the error caused by subtracting the intensities at 300K and 4.2K we

have analysed the pattern at 4.2K using the (220)u Bragg peak for

scaling. The overlapping (31t)u and (111)., were resolved with a
n n

profile fit using Gaussian line shapes (Fig.1). The ordered magnetic

moment of U-ion is 1.3 (2)pD which is higher than the earlier reported
D

value of 0.9u. 121. This ordered moment is smaller than the
D

paramagnetic moment (=3.5p.) by a Factor of three indicating that the
D

5f electrons in UCu are itinerant.
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Fig. 1. Neutron diffraction pattern for UCu at 4.2K. (111) peak at

293K is shown for comparision.

For the second composition (x=0.2) the diffraction pattern at

4.2K did not show »r«y magnetic line implying that there is either no

long range magnetic order or the ordered moment is extremely small.

This suggests that even 4 atomic percent of Hi substituted in this

system results in a further delocalisation of the 5f electrons.

*
Since deceased

/1/ H.J. Van Daal, K.H.J. Buschow, P.B. Vanaken and M.H. Vanmaran

Phys. Rev. Lett. li. U S 7 (1975)

III A. liurasik, S. Ligenza and A. Zygmunt, Phys.Stat. Sol. (a) 21 Kt63
I19.U

S 3. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF RttFeSi (V.C.Faithecba)

A class of ternary compounds Ru Fe Si have been reported to show

an anomalous magnetic behaviour of Fe moments IM. We have made

unpolarized and polarized neutron diffraction measurements on a

nomii.al composition RuFeSitpolycrystalline).The crystal structure it

found to be consistent with L2. Heusler structure with fairly large

site disorder.Diffraction pattern at *5K does not show the development

of any observable magnetic intensity at any angle.The intensity of

(220) peak was monitored for prolonged periods in temperature (taps

from 300K to ASK to see if any magnetic intensity developed on this

peak.If at all, there was seen a marginal decrease in intensity at tSK
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after making allowance for Oebye Waller factor.This observation

combined with the resemblance of ac susceptibility of RuFeSi with some

of known spin glass systems is suggestive of a spin glass phase at the

lower temperature. Polarized neutron measurements were made on a

remelted and cast plate. This treatment resulted in somewhat altered

magnetic characterstics than those reported and showed the importance

of heat treatment. The magnetization was not significantly affected

but was seen not to saturate even upto a field of 30 KOe 121. The

neutron depolarisation in the sample was found to be large and

predominantly volume dependent. The site averaged experimental form

factor from t reflections of type h«-k*l«*n is closely Fe-like but with

higher extrapolated moment value than dc magnetization. This seems to

indicate the presence of superposed negative Ru polarization.

IM V S.Patil et. al. .Physics Letts. ,afiA,*69( 1983>

111 Hossbauer data.ac susceptibility and dc magnetization were

measured by TIFR group IS.N.Hishra et.al..private commn.t

S 4. DIFFUSE HEUTROH SCATTERING FROM NO I (fl.NufchopaiJhyay and K.R.Rao)

The site symmetry consistent with the room temperature NaCl phase

of NO I demands that NO* ion3 be either statistically disordered or

dynamically reorienting. The quasi-elastic neutron scattering data /I/

has demonstrated the existence of dynamical reorientations. Diffuse

scattering arising due to dynamical'origin,is measured upto 7 A' in

wave vector transfer.with incident neutron of wave length 1.215 A.

Neutron diffuse scattering studies from polycrystalline specimen have

so far been limited to rather simple systems like SF6,CBr4 11,21 etc.

NO I is perhaps the first molecular -ionic system that has been

studied via diffuse scattering measurment also.The data are analysed

on the basis of a free rotational model and uniaxial rotational model

as per formalism given in references (2) and (3). Fig. 1 shows

comparison of experimental data with theory. It is seen that the

experimental data is consistent with these results although it cannot

differentiate between the two models.

An analysis of the observed Bragg peak intensities war* made with

the help of the cubic harmonics expansion 121. The bond orientation

distribution function, f10),has been calculated for

ND(Fig.2),obtaining the parameters by non-linear least square

fitting.The horzontal line in Fig. 2 i* for a completely random

distribution of orientations. f(fil for NO. indicates that bond
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Fig. 2. Results from a molecular-dynamics computer-
simulation of ND I; frequency distribution of (a)
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orientation is preferentially along <100> directions and the bonds are

not distributed randomly. The broad diffuse peak in the <100>

direction reflects large deuteron density in that direction and the

presence of librations.

We have also compared the experimental data on the basis of

molecular dynamical experiments details of which are discussed

separately in this report /*/. The S(0) derived from molecular

dynamics simulation is also consistent with measured experimental data

as can be seen there.However later studies have given additional

microscopic time-dependent information.

/I./ P.S.Goyal and B.A.Oasannacharya, J.Phys.C12,219 (1979)

111 G.Dolling,B.M.Powell and V.F.Sears. Hol.Phys.37.1659 (1379)

IM B.H.Powell,V.F.Sears and G.Oolling. AlP.Conf.Proc.No.89,

Neutron Seatt.-1981.,ed.J.Faber,Jr.

HI S.I.Chaplot,K.R.Rao and R.Hukhopadhyay.The following entry in

this report.(S S.)

S 5. A COMPUTER SIMULATION OF PLASTIt SOLID HD^I (S.L.CfMplot, K.R.

Rao and R. Mukhopatfhyay)

A molecular dynamics simulation of 32 molecules of NO I in the

NaCI phase at 310K is carried out. A potential function involving both

the Coulomb and short-range terms is used. The Newton-Euler equation*

1 2

t(psec)
1 2
t (psec)

Fig.

(a)

velocity auto-correlation function.

1. Results from a Molecular-dynamics computer-simulation of NO I;

Centre of mass velocity auto-correlation function and (b) angular
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of motion with the quarternian formalism are solved for S psec. The

mean square displacements indicate that the system remains in the

solid state. The technique and the computer program are similar to

those used earlier /I/.

The tetrahedral-rotor functions 111 do not indicate any sustained

orientational order of T
d'°2d'

C2v o r S v t y p e - o t n e r results of

simulation are summarised in the figures as follows: Fig.1 shows (a)

centre of mass velocity auto-correlation function and (b| the angular

velocity auto-correlation function. The Fourier transforms of these

functions which give the frequency distributions of translations and

of librationsland reorientations) are shown in Figs.2(a) and

21b).Structure factor Slo), given in Fig.3(a| shows contributions from

Bragg and diffuse scattering from the rotational motion characteristic

of the plastic phase and agrees reasonably well with the results /3/

from neutron diffraction.The radial distribution function is indicated

in Fig.3(bl.

/I/ S.L. Chaplot and K.R. Rao, Indo-US work-shop on Oiffusion in

Solids. Bombay (1384) Bull Materials Sc. (in press I

III H.L. Klein, I.R. McDonald and Y. Ozaki, J. Chem.Phys. 11,5579

(1963)

/3/ R. Mukhopadhyay and K.R. Rao,The previous entry in this report.

S 6. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF IONIC MOLECULAR SYSTEMS (S.L. Chaplot and

K.R. Rao)

A general purpose soft-war* has been developed for the computer

simulation of transational and rotational motions in a system of

atomic and molecular ions. The simulation is based on the molecular

dynamic* technique and it uses the Ewald sums to handle the long-rang*

ionic interactions. The total energy is conserved within 1 in 10 for

reasonable time-steps. The temperature and pressure can b* altered

during the simulation. Th* program also calculates the auto-

correlation functions of linear and angular velocities, their Fourier-

transforms, the radial distribution functions, structure factor,

dynamical structure factor, S(Q,W| and its one-phonon approximation,

me.m-><inaii! displacements etc. There are separate routines for

monitoring of diffusion, hopping and reorient*tional motions of

individual particles.
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Simulations are being carried out on LiKSO^ and some ammonium

halides at various temperatures. The potential functions have been

obtained from lattice statics and dynamics.

S 7. PHONON DENSITY OF STATES AND FRET ENERGY IN LiKSO^ (N.Choutfhury,

S.L Chaplot and K.R. Rao)

Previous Raman work /I/ identified the phonon frequencies at qxQ

belonging to various representations and their LO-TO splittings, and

also suggested a phase transformation between the space groups P6 and

P31c, which essentially involves reorientation of half the number of
0

sulphite tetrahedra by about 60 about the hexagonal-axis. The lattice

dynamics work 111 determined the nature of various phonons (i.e.

translations, rotations, and their couplings) and the phonon

dispersion relation in the two space groups, and predicted a soft-

phonon instability in the P6. phase involving rotation of the

sulphates about axes in the basal plane. Here we report how the

rtorientation of the sulphates about the hexagonal axis in going fro*

the space group P6 to P31c manifests itself in the phonon density of

states and the free energy.

Phonon frequencies and eigenvectors at 112 wave vectors in the

space group P6. and 224 wave vectors in P3tc were calculated using the

program DISPR 13! and the crystal structure HI. The density of states

shown in Fig. 1 indicates a 10 cm- shift to higher frequency region

in the curve for P31c phase in the lowest frequency region. The

various peaks and bands have been characterised using various

components of the phonon eigenvectors.

The free energy was calculated by summing over the equilibrium

potential energy, the vibrational energy and the vibrational entropy.

At all temperatures from 100K to 400k, the change in the free energy

due to the reorientation of sulphates about the hexagonal axis is ltst

than 0.01 eV. It thus appears that anharmonicity and other small

structural changes accompanying the reorientations are cruical to the

phase transition between the two space groups.

/I/ M.L. Bansal, S.K. Deb, A.P. Roy and V.C. Sahni, Solid State

Commun. 1£, 1047 (I960). J. Physique ii, C6-902 (19811

III S.L. Chaplot, K.R. Rao and A.P. Roy, Phys.Rev. B ££.4747(1984)

131 S.L. Chaplot, B.A.R.C. Report-972 (1978)

11,1 S. Bhakay-Tamhane, A. Sequeira and R. Chidambaram, Acta Cryst,

C40 (1984); ibid AH<suppl.) €108 (1981)
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Fig. 1. Partial density of states of LiKSO in PS and P31c phases.

The partial densities corresponding to rotations of SO. ion and
- 2 *

translations of SO, and of potassium and lithium atoms are shown in
both the phase's.
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S 8. LATICE DYNAMICS OF FORSTERITE, Mg^iO^ (K.R. Rao, S.L. Chaplot,

N. Chaudhury and Subrata Ghost >

Forsterite with formula Hg SiO is an important member of the

Olivine solid solution series that form a major component of the upper

mantle of the earth's crust. The olivine to spinel phase

transformation at high temperature and pressure in the interior of the

earth is responsible for changes in the seismic wave velocities at •

depth of 400Km.

The elastic and optic properties of Mg2SiOt have been

experimentally investigated by a number of researchers. The atomic and

molecular dynamics of silicates have been studied by infrared and

Raman spectroscopies. Fhenomenological lattice dynamical studies hav«

also been reported.

We have recently carried out the study of lattice dynamics of

this system (orthorhombic phase at room temperature) based on atom-

atom potentials. The parameters of the potential used, namely, th»

ionic charges and their radii are taken from the results of x-ray data

and modified slightly to yield stress-free equilibrium structure. Tht

elastic constants obtained are in agreement with those measured and

the range of calculated optic modes cover the measured range of infra-

red and Raman frequencies. The dispersion curves along the three high

symmetry directions have been obtained.The calculated eigenvectors of

the modes are used to calculate ttie dynamical structure factors needed

for .inelastic neutron scattering experiments.

Department of Geological Sciences, Univ. of Washington.Seatie,

Washington 96195,U.S.A.

S 9. PHASE TRANSITION IK TETRACYANOETHYLENE AT HIGH PRESSURE BY X-RAY
DIFFRACTION (S.L. Chaplot)

Tetracyanoethylene (TCNE. ^(CN)^) has a transition IM from

cubic (Im3) to monoclinic (P2 /n) phase.on heating at about 320K 121

at the atmospheric pressure;this transition is found to b*

irreversible on cooling. Thus both the phases can exist at room

temperature and pressure. At high pressures the Raman spectra of tht

monoclinic phase diminished in intensity at 3 GPa /I/ indicating some

change,though the high pressure phase could not be identified. Raman
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spectra of the cubic phase /3/ showed splitting of certain phonon

peaks at 1,4 GPa and thus seemed to indicate another phase transition.

We now report results of x-ray powder diffraction at high pressures

which may appear contradictory to the Raman results. The experiments

have been carried out in the Neutron Physics Division, 8.A.R.C., using

a tungsten-carbide high-pressure cell with sample in a beryllium

gasket HI and using the rotating-anode X-ray diffractometer, Separate

experiments were carried out starting with either monoclinic or the

cubic phase at atmospheric pressure and room temperature.

The cubic phase did not show any transition upto 8 GPa; all the

powder-diffraction peaks shifted due to a volume change of -307.. The

monoclinic phase showed a transition to the cubic phase between 0.5

and 2 GPa. In the later experiment the transformed sample is found to

be highly textured. The earlier Raman results may tte understood if we

assume that some laser heating was involved in the Raman experiments.

Then the monoclinic to cubic transition-pressure at the higher

temperature may be about 3GPa.

The author wishes to thank Or. Y.K. Vohra for his very valuable

help in the experiment.

/I/ A. Mierzejewski and S.L Chaplot, Int.Conf.Raman Spec. Ottawa, ed.

W.F. Murphy (North Holland. Amsterdam, 1980)

121 R. Mukhopadhyay, S.L. Chaplot and K.R. Rao, Nucl. Phys.Solid

State Phys. (India) 2J5C 36 (1983)

/3/ S.L. Chaplot, A. Mierzejewski and G.S. Pawley, ibid. JLL£ 34 (1983)

HI Y.K. Vohra, V. Vijaykumar. 8.K. Godwal, S.K. Sikka and

R. Chidambaram, Rev. Sci, Instrum. (1984) in press.

SiO. ORIENTATION*}. PHASE TRANSITION IN LIKSO^ CM.L. Bansal and A.P.

Roy)

Earlier we had reported a new phase transition in LiKSO (T *

201K, T s=245K) on the basis of Raman work. Low lying rotational modes

have now been studied to elucidate this transition. Further, by

monitoring the off-diagonal X(ZX)Y intensity of the v mode of SO "

as a function of temperture it has been possible to establish that the
K L — ?

transition C •• C indeed involves rotation of SO, tetrahedra about

an axis normal to the three fold c-axis. Moreover it has been found

that for a fresh crystal this transition at 201K takes about lOminutes



for completion; as the crystal is temperature cycled, the transition

becomes progressively faster.

S11. RESONANCE ENHANCEMENT IN THE RAMAN SPECTRUM OF LEAD MOLVBDATE
CM.L. Bansal and A.P. Roy)

Raman spectra were recorded for PbMoO single crystals using He-

Ne (6328A) and He-CdU416A) lasers. Coloured as well as transparent

crystals of PbMoO were investigated. In both the cases a general

enhancement ranging from 1002 to 3002 has been observed for

fundamental Raman modes and of about 7007. for the 2v band at
-11733cm . It is concluded on the basis of this study that it is the

intrinsic absroption band at 380nm (instead of 435nm band in coloured

PbMoO ) which is responsible for enhancement of Raman Intensity at

441EA .

S12. RAMAN CORRELATION FUNCTION FOR GENERALIZED M-D1FFVSI0N MODEL

(S.K. Deb and K.V. Bhaguat)

The Raman correlation function calculated using the generalized

M-diffusion model has been compared with experimental data for

Carbonyl Sulphide at 183K and 303K, for N20 in CCl^ at 296K and for

Methyl Iodide at 295K. Although, the short time agreement is quite

good, the decay of the calculated correlation function is slower than

the experimental data at long time. An asymptotic analysis shows that

the correlation function decays as inverse power of time at large

time. This explains the faster decay of the experimental correlation

function which decay exponentially at long time.

S1J. OF1ENTAT1ONAL DYNAMICS OF METHYL IODIDE AT LOW TEMPERATURE AND IN

MIXTURES OF CYCLOHEXANE (S.K. Deb, M.L. Bansal and A.P. Roy)

The Raman correlation function for orientational motion of Methyl

Iodide at 25BK, 24 IK and 215K have been obtained using the v (A 1 band
-1 3 1

at 524 cm . At each temperature the rotational second moment

criterion is satisfied. The mean square torque has been obtained and

it increases from lOOr.u. at 258K to 156r.u. at 215K. The decay of

correlation function becomes slower with decrease in temperature, with

corresponding increase in correlation time. The angular momentum
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correlation functions (ACF) obtained at these temperatures decay

r*pidly and show a region where the ACF goes negative.

The Raman correlation function for Methyl Iodide diluted in

cyclohexane at molar concentrations ranging from 102 to 100/! has been

obtained. The correlation function decays faster with decrease in

concentration. The data satisfies second moment criterion and the mean

square torque reduces with decrease in concentration - reduction at

the lowest concentration being about 307.. The faster decay of

correlation function and reduction in torque is attributed to the

decrease in dipolar interaction between the CH I molecules due to the

presence of large size, globular shaped C_H molecules with zero
6 i 2

dipole moment.

S14. COLLISION INTERRUPTED HINDERED ROTATION MODEL FOR MOLECULAR
REORIENTATION fS.K. Deb)

A model for molecular reorientation in liquids in terms of quasi-

libration of the molecules has been developed. The molecules,

undergoing libration, are subjected to random collisions governed by

Poisson distribution with mean collision time T. The libration

frequency is continuously distributed with a mean squared .value ID .

The equations of motion have been solved in such a way that one can

continuously go over to the case of free roation taking the limit w ••

0. A collision changes the angular momentum (J) state of the molecule.

We propose two types of models-J and M-type, depending on whether the

magnitude of angular momentum (J) is changed or not respectively. The

orientatiortal and angular momentum correlation functions have been

calculated from simulation of rotational motion of a large number of

linear molecules by Monte Carlo technique. The correlation functions

tend to Sordon's 3 and M diffusion values in the limit of ui -» 0. The

orientational correlation functions show free rotor behaviour at short

time and then go over to hindered type of rotation. The angular

momentum correlation function decays very rapidly and then shows a

pronounced negative portion. For finite and large value of ID , the

correlation function decays faster when the magnitude of' J is not

randomized by a collision. This behaviour is in sharp contrast with

the Cordon's results.
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S15. MoSSBAUER SPECTRAL SHAPE IN PRESENCE OF SPIN RELAXATION

(S.C.Bhargava) ' •

Mossbauer spectral shapes are dependent on spin relaxation

frequencies as well as on the mode of spin relaxation processes, viz.,

spin-spin relaxation , spin lattice relaxation , superparamagnetic

fluctuations, spin-conduction electron relaxation (Korringa

relaxation), etc. The information about spin relaxation process is

obtained by fitting experimental spectra with theoretical line shapes.

Even though Hossbauer spectra are very useful for such studies, not

much progress has been made due to complexities in the simulation of

theoretical line shapes . For example, for the case of Fe * ions , it

is necessary to specify 288 x 288 matrix and process it( which include

finding eigenvalue and eigenvector of this non-Hermitian complex

matrix , as well as its inverse). In certain situations, this splits

into smaller subdiagonal matrices enabling computation within

reasonable time on computer. The application so far has been made

mainly to such simpler situations.

In this work, we nave treated this matrix for two physical

situations which occur frequently, for the first time:

1. When Zeeman splitting of ionic levels is greater than magnetic

hyperfine interactions but much smaller than the crystal field

splitting of ionic levels. This situation is encountered very

frequently in biological molecules. The complication results from the

presence of EFG as well as |i1/2> ionic levels. So far, such studies

have avoided relaxation effects by using small temperatures and low

concentrations, even if it means irrelevant physical situations.

2. When Zeeman splitting is larger than crystal field splitting as

well as magnetic hyperfine interactions. In this case, the

complications result from th» presence of EFG as well as the

polycrystalline nature of the absorber.

The line shape expressions obtained can be used for any value of

the spin relaxation frequency.
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816. DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRIC QtMORUPOLE SHIFTS ON EXTERNAL MAGNETIC
FIELDS CS.C.BfMrgiva)

Electric quadrupole interaction it conventionally exhibited by
magnetically tpllt spectrum through unequal separation of the pairt of
buttr lines on the two aides of the velocity icale and the asymetrical
(hap* of the spectrum . It is shown experimentally as well as
theoretically, for the first time, that these featurtes disappear in
the spin relaxation spectrum on application of an external magnetic
vield, even though EF6 remains unaffected.

817. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SPIN LATTICE RELAXATION TIME OF FeJ*
IONS IN LfAljOj <8.C.Bh*rgavs>

Spin lattice relaxation processes are conventionally studied
using the £PR method. The applicability of this method is limited to
low temperatures only, where the acoustic modes of lattice vibrations
dominate. For this reason , the experimentally observed T and H .
dependences of the spin lattice relaxation times using this method are
found to be adequately described using the Debye model.

In the present study, Mossbiuer spectroscopy has been used to
obtain spin lattice relaxation times It ,) upto temperatures as high
as 800 K, in presence of an external magnetic field of 8 kG as well as
40 6 . i , has been found to depend linearly on temperature which is
characteristic of the direct process of spin lattice relaxation. Such
a behaviour ia not expected to be the dominant one at such high
temperatures

The present study shows that spin lattice* relaxation appreciably
affects the spectra of Fe3* ions above the «mbient temperatures. In
the analyses of the spin relaxation spect' if magnetic mixed oxides
done so far , only the presence of spin spin relaxation process has
been taken into account.
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SIS. CORROSION STUDIES-I (K.R.P.M.Rao, K.Choudhury*, D.Das*,
C.K.tiajumdar* and n.Adhi*aH*>

Corrosion studies on mild steel in HC1 and NaCl with and without
corrosion inhibitors like thiourea and a surfactant, Viz.,N-Laurly 0-
amino propionic acid have been carried out using conversion electron
Mossbauer Spectroscopy. Analysis of the results obtained indicated
that the corrosion products formed are mainly f-FeOOH with small
quantities of a-FeOOH and a-Fe 0 . The corrosion rate without any
inhibitor was found to follow a parabolic law and a corrosion constant
of 0.14x10~1Zcm2/sec for the corrosion of mild steel in N/10 HC1 was
obtained.lt is seen that while the inhibitor thiourea drastically
reduces the corrosion process,the surfactant can contain the corrosion
process only during the first two hours.

Indian Association for Cultivation of Science,Calcutta.

519. CORROSION STUDIE5-II (K.R.P.M.Rao and A.R.Chhokera*>

Systematic corrosion studies on mild steel coupons corroded in
10.0 *0.5pH water containing 10-15 ppb dissolved oxygen at 217 C, for
various periods of time Viz..one day to one month have been under
taken.The purpose of the study is to find out the ideal conditions
under which adherent Fe 0 corrosion product is deposited on the steel
surface. So far, the Mossbauer spectra of 9 samples corroded for 1
day to 19 days have been recorded. The analysis of th* data is under
progress.

Reactor Engineering Division, BARC.

S2O. ON THE INTERPRETATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORM OF POSITRON
ANNIHILATION ANGULAR CORRELATION CURVES (6.P.Das and P.Chaddah)

Lin* slit positron annihilation angular correlation (PAAC) curve
it the ont dimensional projtcion of electron-positron pair momentum
density o*(fl), given by
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where c a n d 0 are the one particle den ity matrices of electrons »nd

positrons in momentum space. Several advantages in analysis «nd

interpretation of the data can be obtained by Fourier transforming

C*(fi) to a position space quantity B |r), known as the Fourier

transformed angular correlation (FTACI. He have shown chat

8AC(£> = / flx'.X+X') t*(x'.I*X') <*!.'

where y and T are the one particle density matrices for the electrons

and positrons in real space. A lot of physical insight into the

positron states in a solid can be obtained by comparing the zeros of

FTAC with those of Fourier transformed Compton profile (FTCP)

BCP(Z> = J Y«X'.X*X") <»X'

Existing analysis in recent literatures assume that the zeros of

BCP(x> coincide with those of BAC(x)- Me stress that this is true only
AC CP

for some restricted cases where B (x) can be decomposed into B (x) *

B*(X>i B*(r) being determined solely by 1*(X*.X*X"'• Me have

rigorously shown such decomposability to be valid provided either the

electron or the positron eigenstates is a plane wave. We have tested

our conjecture /I/ with typical examples; the zeros of B (x) and
CP

8 Ix) are found to coincide for a free electron like mttal (AD,
while they differ for a semiconductor iGe), • transition metal (V), a

disordered alloy (Mg, Zn,,l and a metallic glass IFe, Ni, ho B „ ).
7 0 3 0 % 0 3 8 4 1 6

IM G.P.Das and P.Chaddah, to be presented in the Seventh

International Conference on Positron Annihilation, Delhi (198SI

S2i. A COMPUTER PROGRAM "COMPKO" FOR PR0CESSIN6 EXPERIMENTAL COMPTON
PROFILES OF SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS <6.P.0*s>

This program package analyses the raw Compton profile (CP) data

generated by a gamma ray set. itering experiment using a solid statt

detector and a multichannel analyser. It applies all the energy

dependent corrections like detector efficiency, sample absorption,

multiple scattering etc. and then performs dtconvolution with the

instrumental resolution function supplied at input. The program also

calculates a residual instrumental function (R.l.F) which is the
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deconvolute of the total instrumental resolution function and which

takes care of the errors in the comptuational technique for

dfconvolution. Any theoretically calculated CP must be convoluted with

the R.I.F of our program before comparing it with the deconvoluted

experimental profile. Due to certain advantages in data analysis, we

also calculate in the program, the Fourier transform of CP (FTCP).

This program with a test input and a test output IM has been made

available to other users in the country.

IM G.P.Oas, B.A.R.C. Report No.1733 (1984)

S22. COMPTON PROFILES OF «- AND p-MANGAICSE <S.P.0as and V.C.Sahni)

Manganese has the most complex electronic and crystal structure

among all transition metals and no charge or momentum density studies

have been reported on it so far in the literature. Among the four

known allotropic modifications of Mn only ot-Mn and p-Hn can be

obtained in stable condition at room temperature. Me have carried out

Compton scattering investigations IM for both o-Mn (A-12 structure)

and P-Mn (A-13 structure). The latter is prepared by heating a-Mn to
n

-900 C for about an hour and then rapidly quenching it across a •» p

transition temperature (725 C). Compton profiles with - 20,000 counts

in the peak have been measured on 1 mm thick o-Mn and 1.5 mm thick 0-

Mn with our .Am Compton spectrometer. The resolution of the

intrinsic Ge detector used is - 3(0 eV at 48 keV. Processing of the

raw CP data along with all the energy dependent corrections and

deconvolution is done using the program "COHPRO" written for NO-560

computer.

Since no realistic band structure calculation of the CP of Mn

•xists in the literature, as a first step we have applied the

Renormalized Free Atom (RFA) model for interpretation of p-Hn data.

Though there are two kinds of crystallographically inequivalent atoms

per unit cell, we have ignored the difference for isotropic CP

calculation. Me have started with dementi's free atom wave functions

and renormalizing the truncated wave functions for both 3d and *s

•ltctrons at the average Wigner-Seitz radius. Comparison of our

deconvoluted experimental CP with the RFA-CP (convoluted with our

residual instrumental function) shows a very broad agreement. However,

a more accurate CP calculation seems to be desirable.

IM G.P.Das and V.C.Sahni. Solid. State Phys.(India) £7£, 53 (1984)



S23. COMPTON PROFILE OF &-N1AL (G.P.Das and V.C.Sahni)

Isotropic Compton profiles of 99.991 pure Al, Ni and Nie-*1,.

ordered alloy have beer, measured using a 100 mCi Am-241 source and a

high purity <5e detector having a resolution of -360 eV in the region

of Compton peak. Detailed data processing including multiple

scattering correction, energy dependent corrections and deconvolution

using generalized least square technique has been been performed with

the help of the program package "COHPRO*. Finally we have Fourier

transformed the CP data to get FTCP. Aim of this work is three fold :

(a) to test the accuracy of determination of Fermi momentum (p ) of a

simple metal like Al from its FTCP;

(b) to investigate the possibility of determining the change in d-band

occupancy of a transition metal on alloying (as in NiAl) from a

systematic shift in the position of the first zero of FTCP;

(c) to estimate the energy of alloying, from the second moment of the

difference profile, using the formula :

AE = -3/J <J2UNiA1lq) " 0.5{JMi<ql •

The raw CP for Al had 50,000 counts in the peak, generated in 5

days. Assuming the 3 conduction electrons in Al to form a free

elect.in gas we have obtained its p_ from the first zero (r I of the

experimental FTCP (using the free electron value of p_r =4.4934), Our

value p =0.922 a.u. is in excellent agreementt with that obtained IM

from Fourier transformed angular correlation. Analogous analysis for

Ni is being done. Further investigations on charge transfer and energy

of alloying in NiAl are also in progress.

/I/ C.S.Sunder, private communication ("1984)

III G.P.Oas and P.Chaddah, Sol.- St. Comm. AS. 607 (1983)

S24. STUDY OF Fe-Co ALLOYS USING AUGER SPECTROSCOPY (N.C.Jain and

V.C.Sahni)

Wt have started a programme to study binary alloys using our

cylindrical mirror analyser (CMA) based Auger spectrometer. For

improving S/N ratio of our instrument we have tagged a preamplifier

right onto tht collector pin of the electron multiplier. Also the
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sample-CMA distance is adjusted to optimize resolution and intensity.

Auger spectra have been recorded in Fe Co. !x=0.95, 0.7,0.5,0.3,0.1

wt fraction) using a primary energy of 1500 V and a beam current of 1-

2 (JA. Typical spectral record is shown in Fig. 1. Analysis of the data

is being done to examine surface segregation effects in this alloy

system.

S25. ON THE CUBIC TO TETRAGONAL TRANSITION IN A15 COMPOUNDS (S.S.Ota

and V.C.Sahni)

Band structure calculations on the A1S compounds show that the

peak in the density of states at the Fermi-energy e , arises out of

the doubly degenerate P states. Kataoka IM has shown that these T

electronic states couple to the f lattice modes (Band Jahn Teller

effect) and induce the cubic to tetragonal transition. Kataoka's model

could not explain the sign of the tetragonality parameter t=(c/a - 1).

Me have shown that, by including certain higher order terms in the

hamiltonian it is possible to understand the sign of T in these

compounds as well as in the psoudobinary compound Nb Sn Sb 111. Our

model band Jahn Teller interaction splits the bands as follows,

e, Ik) = eQ(k) • G ^ • (Gj'G^n,2

e.Ck) = e0 (K) - 6,1 • ' V V 0 *

where r) is the strain parameter defining the strain tensor and G , G.

and 63 are the interaction constants. The resulting free energy is

expanded in powers of i). It is seen that the coefficient of the cubic

term changes sign as the band gets filled up and hence the spontaneous

strain and T can change sign. This result is unique to the band Jahn

Teller effect as the number of delocalized electrons which couple to

the lattice modes is changed by alloying (under rigid band

approximation). We have used this model to explain the observed sign

change of i in Nb.Si^ Sb 121.

IM M. Kataoka, Phys.Rev. 8 21. 280" (1983)

111 L.J. Vieland, J.Phyi.Chem.Solids. 3J., 1915 (1970)



S26. MOLECULAR PACKING IN HEMATICS (A.S. Paranjpe)

Director of a liquid crystalline phase can be defined as the

average direction of molecular packing. It is necessary then to define

a molecular axis parallel to which the molecules pack. In the aromatic

compounds with more than one benzene ring, the para axes of the

benzene rings are generally not collinear. The packing direction in

such a case can either be (i) along the line joining the centres of

the extreme benzene rings (aa' in Fig.1], or (ii) parallel to the para

axes. However, in all such compounds, a rod like structure of the

molecule is assumed making the differentiation between the above

mentioned two kinds of packing

directions redundant. Me have

demonstrated the possibility of

identifying the packing direction

in a molecule using x-ray

diffraction technique. X-ray

diffraction is sensitive to the

electron density distribution.

Hence depending upon the molecular

packing direction, the angular

intensity distribution (1(0)) in

the outer diffuse maxima is

expected to show subtle differences

at small angles around the equator.

This is demonstrated in Fig.1.

Fig.2 shows the difference between

the shapes of(i) the sum of two

Lorentzians centred at 8=±7 and

(ii) a single Lorentzian centred at

8:0° having the same half width as

that due to the two Lorentzians put

together. Our experimental results

on 1BABA and 3BABA (Fig.3) indicate

that (i) in the nematic phase

Fig. 1. Molecular packing
directions and the
corresponding X-ray diffraction
patterns, (a) Parallel to aa'.
Ib) Parallel to the para axis,
* locked in space, (c) Parallel
to the para axis, • free in
space.

of these compounds the packing is

parallel to the para axes of the benzene rings and not parallel to aa'

(Fig.1) and (ii) aa' is distributed on a con* of angle 6.5 around the

director which could be due to static or dynamic . disorder of the

benzene rings of a molecule. Such a diffraction pattern is also

expected for all other namatic phases (of aromatic molecules) with
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(S26.)

so to 10 to io o in, 0 ao jo * 0 n r

Fig. 2. (o): Lorentzians centred at e=iT°. {-o-J:
Sum of the above two Lorentzian. (-x-l: A single
Lorentzian with the same width as that of the two
put together.

10 10 10

Fig. 3. Left side shows the m8ABA dimer. («j-r-
Experimental values of 119) .it sftall e for 1BABA
and 3BABA. (.): Two Lorentzians giving best fit
for 1BABA. (o): Sum of two lorentzians. The solid
line is just a guide to the eye.
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S27. CHAIN ORDERING IN THE NO1ATIC PHASE! OF 4OBA CA.S. Pai'anjpe and

V.K. Ksthar*)

It is known that chains have orientational order in the smectic C

phases of some compounds. This order manifests itself by giving

asymmetric outer diffuse maxima in the x-ray diffraction , ttern

recorded in the usual way. However, in the nematic phase, since these

maxima are symmetric, the chain alignment is not obvious, and

conventionally chain contribution to the diffracted intensity is not

taken into account while calculating the orientational order

parameter. Using x-ray diffraction technique we have presented an

evidence for chain ordering in the nematic phase of p-n Butory Benzoic

Acid UOBA). Angular intensity distribution (1(9)) generated assuming

a single molecular distribution function does not fit to the observed

intensity distribution of the outer diffuse maxima. However, assuming

a chain contribution at an

angle 6C with the rigid

portion, a good fit is

obtained (Fig.1). A method .

for separating out the §

chain and the rigid portion

contributions to the

diffracted intensity has

also been developed. Our

results give a value of

*22 for the angle between L

the axes of the two "

portions of the molecule

which finds justification (

on geometrical grounds. The

chains are distributed over

a cone of angle *22 around

the director. Our results

suggest that it is

important to consider the

chain contributions to the

scattered intensity while

analysing x-ray data,

•specially when these are

expected to be comparable

to the contributions dut to the rigid portions (for higher

Fig. 1.
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homologues), so that the results can be compared with those cf other

experiments.

Chemistry Division,BARC.

IV A.S. Paranjpe, Mol.Cryst. Liq. Cryst. Letters J£, 93 (19821

S28. EFFECT OF THE ANTILEPROSV DRUG, DOS, ON BOUNO WATER IN LYSOZYME

SOLUTIONS (P.S. Parvathanathan, E.B. Mirza*, Secta Datta**, S.

Gurnani , and K. Usha Deniz)

DSC investigations have been carried out on the- ice-wati -T

transitions in both pure and DOS-doped solutions of the protein,

lysozyme (Mol. wt H =15000). Lysozyme concentration, C , in these

solutions, was in the range 0.016<C <0.35 and the molar ratio of DOS

to lysozyme was in the range 1 to t.

In the absence of the drug, the ice-water (iw and wi) transition

temperatures decrease with increasing concentration of lysozyme, as

expected. However, this decrease ( CT. and 6T . ) is almost,

independent of the lysozyme concentration C-, for 0.15<C.< 0.35. On

adding ODS to the solution, 6T. does not seem to get affected whereas

T . decreases (i.e.ST . increases), thus showing that ODS must be

affecting the bound water around lysozyme.

The number, n , of water molecules bound to one lysozyme

molecule, has been calculated from the measured transition enthalpy,

using the relation.

AH? - AH. 1-C,
— - I D

where M, is the molecular weight of lysozyme, Hu . is the
IVs o H 0

molecular weight of water, and AH. is the transition enthalpy of pure

water. nfaw decreases rapidly with increasing C. forC.<0.1, but more

gradually for larger values of C,. The value of 300 for n. for C.. =

0.33 compares well with that of 2B0 /1/ for C.=0.78<. showing that for

C.>0.33, n. is almost independent of C.. Our results indicate that

with increased concentration of lysozyme, the structured water around

the lysozyme molecule decreases due to protein-protein interactions

leading to self-association. When CDS is added to the- solution, n.

decreases and becomes almost C.-independent, its value being 200 in

the entire C. range. This behaviour implies that DDS competes with
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water molecules for the binding sites in lysozyme.

Mater Chemistry Division,BARC.

Biochemistry & Food Technology Division,BARC.

l\l S. Harvey and P. Hockstra, J. Phys. Chem. I£ 2897(1972)

S29. CALORItiETRIC INVESTIGATIONS OF MIXED LIPID CDPPC + DPPE> - MATCT

SYSTEM DOPED WITH THE ANTILEPROSY DRUG, DOS (P.S. Parvathanathan,

Geeta Datta*, E.B. Hirza , S. Gurnani , K. Usha Deniz)

The influence of the drug, Diami.no Diphenyl Sulfane (OOS), on

chain melting (CM), chain ordering (CO) and ice-water (iw and wi)

transition in the model mambrane, OPPC-DPPE-H,0, has been investigated

by DSC. The weight ratio of OPPC to DPPE chosen was 2:t, as is the

case with some of the biomembranes. The water to lipid weight ratio,

X, ranged from 0.5 to 3,0 and the values of R , the molar ratio of DOS
m

to lipid used were 0, 0.05 and 0.3.

The (CM/CO) transitions indicate that the mixed lipid system

consists of two coexisting phases: a DPPC rich phase (I) and a phase

(II) which is an admixture of' DPPC and DPPE molecules. The CM/CO

transition temperatures T.,..,,., of phase I, decrease on addition of
CM1/CuI

DOS, indicating that the drug molecules enter the acyl chain region in

this phase. The total enthalpy A H
C M/ C 0

 tor t n e CM/CO transitions, is

independent o-f both Xtexcept for X-0.5, where it is larger) and R .
In

The average value of AH-H .co*9.3KCal/Mole. The relative strength of

the phase II transition peaks depend to a large extent on the value of

R .
m

The X-depencfence (Fig.U of the ice-water transition enthalpies,
AH. and AH ., show that the value of X={X. .) for the hydration of

iw wi hyd
the lipid mixture is 0.4*. This is larger than the value of Xh . for

OPPC IM anci for DPPE /2/. This is thought to be due to the loose

packing of the polar heads in phase II which leads to a stronger head

group-water interaction than that in the single lipids. The presence

of DOS laads to a small decrease in AH. .
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Our investigations show that head group-water-DOS interactions

are stronger in mixed lipid water systems than in the single lipid-

water systems /I,3/.

Biochemistry 8. Food Technology Division,BARC.

Water Chemistry Division,BARC.

IM K. Usha Deniz, P.S. Parvathanathan. E.B. Mirza, V. Amirthd. \ ngam,

K.V. Muralidharan and S. Gurnani. Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst 9J. 163

(1983)

HI 8.1). Ladbrooke and D. Chapman. Chem. Phys. Lipids 2. 304 (1969)

/3/ P.S. Parvathanathan. Private Communication.

S30. INFLUENCE OF THE ANTILEPROSY DRUG MPSONE OH THE PHASE:
TRANSITIONS IN THE: LYOTROPIC MODEL MEMBRANE, WPE-H 0, SYSTEM
(P.S. Parvathanathan, E.B. Hirza , 6eeta Datta , S. Gurnani

and K. Usha Deniz)

OSC studies of the chain melting (CM), chain ordering (CO) and

ice-water (iw and wi) transitions have been carried out in both drug

(DOS! free and drug doped lyotropic, OPPE-H 0 system. The weight

ratio, X, of 1^0 to DPPE used in these studies was in the range t<X<3

and the molar ratio,R of DOS to DPPE was 0, 0.05 and 0.3.
m

The transition temperatures T _„,_,. (for R =0) and the ti'j'iii tion
Crf/cu m

widths £,„,,„ Ifor all R ) show a slight increase with X. This is in
CM/CO IT)

contrast to what is found in the case of DPPC-H0 system studied by

us earlier IM. However, T.u... hardly changes on addition of DDS, as
wn/tU

in the case of DPPC-H 0 IM. The transition enthalpy AH. M f r n is

nearly independent of X and R (as in the DPPC case) and the average

value of AH....-Q =9.5K cal/mole; this compares well with the value of
AHCH f o r anhVdrous DPPE found by others tZI. The transition enthalpies

AH^^, and &HW£, increase slightly with inreasing X, as expected. They

are both it dependent of R , in the range of X studied.

m
Our studx -. indicate that (i) the drug does not penetrate into

the acyt chain region of the bilayer and (ii) the drug does not

perturb the vicinal water in the case of DPPE. Tit is is indicative of

the lipid headgroup-headgrouo interaction being much stronger than the
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ODS-headgroup interaction, in contrast to the casa of DPPC-H 0 wherein

the DOS interacts with the headgroup, perturbing tho vicinal water.

Water Chemistry Division,BARC.

Biochemistry & Food Technology Division,BARC.

l\l K. Usha Oeniz, P.S. Parvathanathan, E.8. Mirza, V.

Amirthalingam, K.V. Huralidharan and S. Gurnani. Mol. Cryst.

Liq. Cryst. IS. 1^3 (1983)

III A. Wilson and J.F. Nagle, Biochemistry £fi, 187 (19(11)

S3t. ON 'STEJNCT SYlfMETRIZATTON' OF POTENTIALS AND TTS EFFECT Otf WE

EIGENVALUES OF THE HAHILIONIAN (R. Subraiianian and K.V. Bhagwat)

A procedure of symmetrization of closed curves ?nd surfaces, now

known after his name, was discovered by Jacob Steiner to solve the

famous isoperimetric problem of Geometry and to derive new ones of the

same type. His methods were applied to problem^ in Physics for the

first time by Polya and Szego in the 1950's. They considerably

extended the methods of Steiner and proved a wide range of conjectures

pertaining to the capacity of condensers, fundamental frequencies of

vibrating membranes, torsional rigidities of plates and membranes and

similar physical quantities for objects of arbitrary shapes. These

conjectures had been proposed and only partially solved by leading

physicists and mathematicians such as Saint-Venant, Lord Raleigh,

Hilbert, Hadamard and Poincare. Polya and Szego, invoking the powerful

methods of Steiner, provided a unified method of treatment of these

'isoperimetric inequalities' of Physics and just as Steiner did more

• lan a century ago for Geometry, not only proved a large number of

conjectures awaiting proofs for several decades, but also derived a

number of new inequalities.

We have applied the techniques developed by Polya and Szego to

study the effect of symmetrization of the potential in the Schrodinger

equation on it? eigenvalues. It was a fairly straightforward extension

of their results to show that the ground state energy decreases on

Steiner symmetrization of the potential. Since symmetrization lead} to

a simpler potential for analytical treatment, this result provides a

lower bound to the ground state energy of a hamiltonian, which,

together w:>'th 3 variational upper bound, can provide a reasonably good

estimate of ground state energies of hamiltonians in arbitrary spatial

dimensions. By a general reasoning we showed that this lowering of the

eigenvalue on symmetrization takes place only for the ground state
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energy and not, in general, for higher excited states. However, we

have found a class of potentials for which Steiner symmetrization

lowers all * he bound state energies, tn this process we also observed

an unexpected connection between certain apparently dissimilar

potentials, in the sense that one goes to the other on symmetrization.

For example, the Morse ootential A{exp(-2ctx) - exp(-otx)} goes over to
2 2 2

the potential - A sech ax. The potential a/r • br goes over to the
harmonic oscillator potential!

S32. EXACT ANALYSIS OF THE FLUORESCENT D1CKE MODEL IN THE

THOJMODYNAMIC LIMIT <D.C. Khandekar*, K.V. Bhaguat and Sf.V.

Lawande )

A system of N identical two-level atoms occupying the same site

(Dicke Model) driven by a coherent field was considered earlier by

Puri and Lawande. This model admits an exact steady state solution

both in the case of resonant and off-resonant coherent driving field.

It was found that the expressions for various atomic observables in

the non-resonant case do not reduce to the corresponding expressions

obtained in the resonant case when the detuning parameter was allowed

to take arbritrarily small values, tn order to understand whether this

is really the case, and if so,' why it should happen, we re-examined

the single-site Dicke Model for the non-resonant case. Me were able to

•xpress, for every finite N, the normalization factor for the atomic

density operator as well as the various correlation functions in

closed forms in terms of- Bessel functions of complex order and

argument. The thermodynamic limit N —••»,' then involved asymptotic

analysis of Bessel functions of complex order and argument. It was

realized that the 3essel functions indeed have the strange asymptotic

behaviour noticed earlier by Puri, and Lawinde. In the process we have

established some new identities involving indefinite integrals of

Bessel functions.

Theoretical Physics Division, BARC.
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S33. A FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL APPROACH TO DENSITY OF STATES IN

POSITICHALLY DISORDERED SOLIDS (O.C. Khandckar*, Vijay

Singh**, K.V. Bhagvat and S.V. Lawande*)

Functional integral approach of Edwards and Gulyalev is most

suited for the calculation of electronic density of states (DOSf in a

positionally disordered solid when the scattering potential is weak

and the density of scatterers is very high. The DOS is calculated as

the Fourier transform of the propagator. To evaluate the propagator,

one has to path-integrate a two-time action functional. The two-time

term arises in the action when one averages over the positions of the

scatterers, which are assumed to be completely random. The two-time

term appears as a correlation function of the electron-ion potential.

For making a model one chooses various forms for the correlation

function. In general an exact propagator cainot be obtained. One then

has to resort to some approximation. We have considered a gaussian

correlation function and evaluated the propagator in the first

cumulant approximation, starting with a free particle trial action.

The density of states was then calculated as usual, tn contrast to the

usual expectation and also the earlier approximate calculation by

other workers the DOS obtained by us showed a sharp cut-off and near

the cut-off its behaviour is of the polynomial type as opposed to the

exponential behaviour obtained earlier in an approximate treatment. To

check our results, we also evaluated the DOS in an exactly solvable

model where both the propagator as well as its fourier transform can

be exactly calculated. Similar features were observed in this case

also.

Theoretical Physics Division, BARC.
*«

Department of Physics, IIT, Kanpur. .

S34. TEMPERATURE: DEPENDENCE OF THE COMPRESSIBILITY OF NORMAL LIQUID
3He (K.V. Bhaguat and P. ChaddaM

Fermi liquid theory has baen successfully applied to explain many

properties of the normal plus* of liquid 3He. Pethick and Carneiro /I/



have used the following form of the quasiparticle interaction

f
P,P*q

 = f t 0 ) + b (

X(g) = 1. for q

= 0 for q

< q

> q

x(g).
<< p f

to explain the T log T terni in the T-dependent specific heat. They

have also shown that the corresponding T log T term cancels in the

compressibility and they thus do not calculate any T-dependence of the

compressibility.

Arguments based on the existence of a minimum in the melting

curve /2/ are used to show that the compressibility of the liquid

should increase with increasing T and this is in constrast with the

decrease expected for a Fermi gas. Recent measurements of Roach et al

/3/ also show an increase in compressibility 'xith increasing

temperature.

Me have used Pethick's form of the interaction f . and
? PP

calculated the compressibility consistently to order T . Some points

of our calculation are given below.

The compressibility is defined by the relation K= (1/n MfWd p } .

We evaluate Sn subject to a variation 6u, and keeping onl. erms

linear in bs, we get

J =

5n = (fs«n - 5(iJ(-N(T)

1 [p.f.D-p')]Z

W(T) =

n /3ep)t3n ./3e .
S

A = (2IT)'S Jdojdg" n "(3Zn /3e 2)

Jd E/d e' [ P ( p e ' j r x ( f p I ) n I

Ws have confirmed the cancellation of T Jog T terms in (A +J). Hence

thf? leading T-dependent term in (3n/du) is (T/T J 2 . The low
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temperature compressibility is found to be

KtT) = K(0)t1 - p/N(0){N(0)fS*1}]. to order q2

with s n m f + r. rN(0)/ + f V + bjn g

the symbols having their usual meaning. K'(T) obviously decreases with

temperature (but has a much weaker T-dependence than that of a Fermi

gas). This is contrary to what is expected and points to an apparent

limitation of Fermi liquid theory for liquid He, and a microscopic

understanding of the T-dependence of K(T) should now be sought.

IM C.3. Pethick and G.M. Carneiro, Phys. Rev.A2,?(K (1973)

121 P. Chaddah (unpublished)

/3/ Pat R. Roach et al, J. Low Temp. Phys. 12,^33 (1933)
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I 1. A AT-WINPOW SPCCTTOMCTER CB.A. Dasannacharya, P.S. 6oyaL, P.K.

lyengsr, W.S. Sstya Wurtfiy, J.N. Soni and C.L. Thaper)

A novel neutron spectrometer has been designed, built and

installed .under a collaboration agreement, at the Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory, United Kingdom. The spectrometer is especially designed

for use with the pulsed Spallation Neutron Scource, SMS, under

construction at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.This allows 8.A.R.C

scientists access to spectrometers at SNS, which will be the worlds

most powerful pulsed neutron source when it is fully operational.

SNS will provide neutrons in bursts which have widths or several

tens of microseconds at subthermal energies. If these neutrons are

allowed to course down a long guide tube it is possible to get an

en°rgy rv o1. uVion typically of the order of a fraction o* a percent.

For oxsmple, neutrons of 5meV at a distance of thirty metres have a

resolution o- two thirds of a percent with a lOOpsec width of the

incident pulse. None of the conventional analysers would provide a

matching resolution under practical conditions. The present

spectrometer, with its novel ~

combination of . beryllium

filters, provides an analyser

with a matching resolution,

conveniently variable from a

fî -? to t'.-.ree quarters of a

percent. The result of this

corabinaLicn •; a spectrometer

wivi'i ? resolution superior to

convention;>l spectrometers (see

Tig. TJ. Thf- analyser, which

may be r.. Urd a temperature

ice window filter,

200-
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m
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Fig. 1. Characteristics
spectrometers.

of varioustransmits neutrons in an energy

window with a width in the

range of 17 to 37peV, at

•~li:Z2r,,?V, and works as follows: Noutrons are allowed to pass through a

block of beryllium (Be I in Fig.2) at 100K, This beryllium allows all

neutrons below its Bragg cut-off, 5236u«V, to pass through. Part of

;he transmitted neutrons are scattered at backward angles by a second

piece of beryllium (Boll) whose temperature can be varied between 300K

and 500K. The energy range of thesis nearly back scattered neutrons is

controlled by the Bragg cut-off of Be II. The cut-off of Bell being
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variable from 5219ueV to S199Mev,

window of width 17 to 37(ieV is

obtained. The back-scattered

neutrons are detected in a

suitable annular detector. A

schematic diagram of the

spectrometer is shown in Fig.

3. A neutron pulse from the

SNS, having a width of about

IQOpsec around 5raeV, is first

chopped by a disc chopper and

then travels through a curved

guide tube to the sample at a

distance of 31 metres from the

liquid hydrogen cold source

where the spectrometer will be

depending on its temperature, a

Incident Tranxrotud
WhH» beam *peetrum fr

8HJ)

PRINCIPLE OF THE AT-WINDOW ANALYSER

R*rt»c1*d Trcntmltttd
tpvcfrumfrom from

Bc(!l) BfOI)

ig.
installed. The delivery of the suitably tailoreo incident beam at the

sample is the responsibility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,

U.K. The scattered neutrons are detected by the analyser described

above if they are in the proper energy window.

The spectrometer is designed with two detector arms, one covering

an angular range of +30 to * 150

This allows a wave vector

transfer coverage from 0.8 to
.0-1

D and the other from -30 t r .

BefliTj)

31 n> jncldtnt poth

Oisc chopper

3.0 A" ' . The spectrometer has

been designed to optimise the

intensity consistent with

shielding requirements and

standard requirements at SNS. In

order to maximise the intensity

at any temperature of Oell the

same is kept movable along the

beam direction allowing the

distanc? between the detector

and Bell to be varied, thus

allowing the maximum possible

solid angle to be used for any given sample. These features allow a

flexible utilisation of the spectrometer. This part of the

spectrometer was installed at the SNS in Oct. 1984.

Apart, from a resolution of -lOueV at 5.22meV, the advantage of

the use of this machine at the pulsed SNS is the possibility of

measuring energy transfers over a large energy range of almost 5meV,

and a reasonably large wave-vector-transfer range.The spectrometer

Fig. 3. Schematic
spectrometer.

layout of the
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operated in its final location when the first neutrons were produced

by SNS in Dec. 198t.

Some salient features of this instrument are tabulated below:

Characteristics of the Spectrometer (Calculated)

Mean energy of scattered neutrons

Observable range of energy transfers

Incident resolution AE.

Analyse; resolution AEa

Spectrometer resolution (AE)

AT = h/AE

Range of wave vector transfer,QO0 -150 )

(Extendable in special cases)

AQ/O

Anticipated intensity for 10Z

elastic scattering

:5229peV at T2=300K

:5217jjeV at T =500K

:-1500(jeV to • 3000

:31jjeV

:24 to 38ueV

:40 to 50ueV

:80 to 100psec

:0.8A°-1 to 3.0A0"1

:7.5Z to n

:28.000 to 60.000 c

The spectrometer will be used for the measurements of quasi-

elastic scattering due to relaxation processes with characteristic

times in the range of :0 to 200 picoseconds and for near inelastic

scattering processes. There are a number of physicochemical phenomena

of interest, some of which are described below:

Diffusion of atoms in solids leads to a broadening of the elastic

line. If the diffusion coefficient is - 10* cm /sec such as is the

case in some of the metal-hydrogen systems, the broadening would be

about 80|ieV at Q-1A " . If several Lorentzians are present, the large

range of energy transfers available will be particularly useful.

Diffusion of atoms can also be of interest, particularly in the

Q-range with this spectrometer, in superionic conductors.

This spectrometer is expected to be particularly useful in

studying reorientations of small molecular groups like NH . CH . OH.

CH. , NH. etc., either in pure form in compounds or in intercalated

forms. At low temperatures many of these groups *how quantum

mechanical tunneling which occur in • rangt from about a m«V down to

fraction of a ueV, and the near intlastic feature of the »pectrometer

would bt vtry useful.

In conclusion, the spectrometer will have a fairly high

rtsolution, • resonably large rang* of momentum transfer and a large

range of energy transfer. In its range it is the only spectrometer

with these characteristics.
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I 2. INSTRUMENTATION FOR DHRUVA REACTOR UTILISATION (Neutron Beam

Research Group >

During the year 1984, activities have continued in design,

development and fabrication of several instruments to be installed at

Dhruv* Reactor for utilisation of the thermal neutron beams for

materials science research under a capital project. Nearly 20

scientists and technical staff from the Division are involved in this

programme and the activities are taking place with the help from a

large number of scientists and engineers of other divisions of BARC.

Central Workshops and the members of staff of the Nuclear Physics

Division workshop.

A brief outline of the major activities is given below (Details are to

be -found in the summary reports o? periodic reviews of working

groups I:

(i) Crystal Spectrometers:

Four crystal spectrometers for

diffraction and inelastic scattering experiments.requiring a

monochromator drum are planned to be fabricated and commissioned

during 1984-85. One of these spectrometers has been under fabrication

at the Central Workshops(CWS). During the year under review, effort

has been mainly to complete the wedges and track for this spectrometer

and assemble the instrument. Prior to this, the monochromator drum was

moved to the Cirus reactor and two existing spectrometers removed from

their locations to perform the tests on the drum .The shielding

provided by the drum was checked by monitoring fast neutron and -y-ray

background at several levels all around the drum. The drum was found

to fulfill the design requirements and the average background around

the drum was less than 1mr/hr except at a few spots. These weak spots

have been strengthened since the experiment.

The remaining three spectrometer drums with yokes are of the

sector-type (wedge-less). They have been ordered for fabrication at

the New Standard Engineering Co.,to our design. They are expected to

be delivered in early 1985.

Two more spectrometers based on wedges are to be fabricated by

CWS during 1985-8B. Drawings for left-scattering geometry were

prepared and made available to CWS. Material procurement has also been

in progress.
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(ii) Other Spectrometers:

There are three other instruments under

fabrication. These instruments do not need a monochromator drum.

(a) Profile Analysis Spectrometer:

The detailed design has been

completed and fabrication of the in-pile section is in progress.

Action has been also taken to develop a one-meter long position-

sensitive detector and suitable ratio circuits. Experiments conducted

during the year at Cirus indicated that with the existing ratio

circuit a position resolution of 2 cm can be obtained. This resolution

has to be improved further.

(b) Double-Monochrotnator based Inelastic Spectrometer:

Oesign for

the in-pile section which includes the double-monochromator was

completed. One of the monochromators will be focussing the neutrons.

For this purpose, 40 pyrolytic graphite crystals were assessed for

their mosaic spread and reflectivity. The focussing monochromator is

being assembled using 20 selected crystals from this lot . Laser and

neutron techniques are being employed for the alignment using a

suitable orientor.

(c) Small Angle Scattering Spectrometer:

Fabrication orders have

been placed for the trolley with tracks and secondary flight tube. The

velocity selector design is under progress.A prototype two-dimensional

position sensitive detector has been fabricated and is currently under

test. Counting electronics and data acquisition system based on three

INTEL 8085 microprocessors is under fabrication in the Electronics

Oivision.

(iii) Auxiliary Components for spectrometers:

(a) In-pile collimators for tangential beam tubes are under

fabrication after preliminary machining at CWS.

(b) Design of full-circle goniometer for II axis of the neutron

diffractometer is completed at CWS.

(c) Several 0.01" mild steel plates have been coated with 0.001* Cd

for production of out-of-pile collimators.

(d) A prototype Gd 0 -coated-mylar-based collimator was assembled and

tested in neutron beam.Further development is needed.

(e) Oigitisers have been designed and fabricated by RCnO.

Iff A crystal growth furnace,capable of achieving temperatures, upto

1800 C has been ordered.

(iv) Counting Systems and Control Systems:

(a) Five neutron counting systems for single detectors and three
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systems for multi-detectors are on order with ECU .Hyderabad.

Prototype timer-sealer with print-out interface developed by ECU. has

been approved with necessary changes after testing at CIRUS reactor,

(b) Evaluation of offers made against a tender raised for

microcomputer control systems has been completed,

(v) Guide tube development:

Trial runs to coat float glass plates

with nickel were undertaken using the high vacuum coating plant at

Indian Astronomical Observatory, Kavalur. Parameters for operation of

the power supply etc were finalised basei on these runs. However,

these runs showed that the 3-strand filaments were not suitable for

production runs. Revised specifications were obtained based on

laboratory experiments conducted at TPPED. 2000, 5-strand tungsten

filaments have been received from Central Electronics

Limited,Ghaziabad. Production runs will be taken up as soon as Kavalur

authorities make the facilities available to us again. Four precision

jigs for assembly of elements are fabricated by CHS. Laboratory

experiments are underway for trial alignment of 5 commercial elements.

Design of tho in-pile shielding block is complete and fabrication will

be taken up soon,

(vi) Cold source:

It is proposed to install a liquid methane cold neutron

source at the DHRUVA Reactor.The detailed design has been finalised in

all aspects. The cryogenerator and CH pump have been procured. A

number of components connected with the cold source, liquid CH

circuit, vacuum chamber, control system, cryostat etc. have been

procured and a few of these subsystems tested. Parts of the in-pile

section are under fabrication. A Monte Carlo Program to calculate the

gains from a liquid methane source has been written,

(vii) Neutron Interferometer:

A high resolution horizontal rotary

stage as well as a high precision goniometer are under design at CHS.

The stage will be controlled using a piezomicrometer. A vibration free

table is being fabricated. X-ray power supply received from VECC

awaits commissioning. A number of gadgets for preparing the

interferometer have been procured.

The following personnel have been involved in this activity :

S.Basu, R.Chakravarthy, S.L.Chaplot, B.A.Dasannacharya, Y.D.Dande,

E.Besa, P.S.Goyal, R.Mukhopadhyay, M.R.L.N.Murthy. S.K.Paranjpe, V.C.

Rakhechu, K.R.Rao, L.Madhav Rao, C.L.Thaper, C.S.Somanathan, J.N.Soni,

P.R.Vijayaraghavan, A.G.Wagh and A.SequeiralNt.PDJ.
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I 3. NEUTRON SCATTERING INSTRUMENTATION AT CIRUS (Neutron Beam

Research Group )

The high resolution single crystal neutron spectrometer installed

at beam hole E-11 for back-up measurements for the AT-window

spectrometer was dismantaled. A small angle neutron scattering

spectrometer with a conventional 8F detector and angle-scan will be

installed at this beam hole. Tha design of the spectrometer is

complete. It will cover a 0 range from - 2x10 to "4x10 A

Fabrication of all the parts of a high take-off angle diffractometer

(28 = 90 ) are complete. Si(551) will be used as monochromator. which

will preceea the Be monochromator of the present Multiarm spectrometer

at beam hole E-11.

The powder diffractometer on E-19 and the rotating crystal

spectrometer on beam hole E-20 were dismantaled for testing the

monochrometer drum for spectrometers at OHRUVA. A single crystal

spectrometer will now be installed on E-19. This required some

modifications on Rotating Crystal Spectrometer which have been carried

out, and the spectrometer reassembled in its old location. A new

multichannel time-analyser is under fabrication for use with this

spectrometer. The spectrometer will be commissioned when this is

ready.

The programme of design for a polarisation analysis spectrometer

for elastic scattering experiments has progressed well. Design of the

monochromator drum has been completed. Co-Fe crystals and magnets have

been procured, and work is also progressing on the data acquisition

and control system.

*
See footnote against I 2.

I 4. DEMONSTRATION OF THE AT-WINDOW FOR NEUTRONS CC.L. Thaper, P.S.

Gayal and B.A. Basanracharya)

The high resolution single crystal spectrometer used earlier to

measure the Bragg cut-off of Be was modified to observe the AT-window

for neutrons /I/ with one Beryllium block at 116K and the other one at

300K in one case and 505K in the other. Neutron windows of typically

40 to 45 ueV were observed with an increase in the intensity by a

factor of 2.5 at the higher temperature. Thus, the viability of the



AT-window with Be was demonstrated 121.

IM See entry on AT-Window Spectrometer (I 1.).

121 C.L.Thaper.P.S.Goyal and B. A.Dasannacharya,Solid State Phys.

(India) 11£ 210 (1984).

I 5. MICROPROCESSOR BASED CONTROL AND ON-LINE DATA ACQUISITION SVSTEW
(K.R. Rao, V.G. Gaonfcar, J.N. Joshf).

Two u-processor based control and data acquisition systems have

been developed for a Powder Diffractometer and a Triple Axis

Spectrometer. The first has a Intel 6080 p-processor with a memory, a

display unit for address and data read out, a printer interface and a

date entry key board. The system can set the detector arm to any

desired angle, acquire data for any desired period, store the data in

memory and/or print it on a teletype printer and then move the arm to

next angular position to repeat the sequence. The second system uses <

Intel 8085 p-processor interfaced to a MM 57109 chip to control 3

motors (v,<i and 26) of the Triple Axis Spectrometer. The system can

calculate the initial values of <p,ij> and 29 from the input parameters

loaded in the 4K memory, set the 3 motors to these angle positions,

start data acquisition, print the data and then calculate the next set

of angles to repeat the sequence.

I 6. RAMAN SPECTROMETER (A.P. Roy, M.L. Bansal and S.K. Deb)

A new double monochromator fabricated by Central Workshops was

tested and installed. Tfia two grating turntables have been coupled

through parallelogram linkage'in the new design and this has resulted

in an almost perfect tracking over the whole of the visible range.

Also the transmission of the cosecant drive is much smoother and as a

result extremely low scan speeds ( * 1cm" /min) can now be used to

enhance the signal to noise ratio.

The collection lens system (F/1) has been replaced by a standard

camera lens IF/1.2) which is virtually free from chromatic aberration.

Consequently focussing adjustments need be made only once even for

very large spectral scans (* 3000cm" ).
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I 7. ELECTRONICS FOR ELECTRON TUNNELING (S.B.Ota and R.S.Kothare)

This set-up measures dl/dV vs V and d I/dV vs V of a nonlinear

resistive element. It will be used to study S-I-S and S-I-N junctions

to obtain the gap parameter and to study electron-phonon coupling in

superconductors. The electonics has been made and a schematic diagram

cf the set*up is given in Fig.1. The bias voltage V can be given in

steps of adjustable amplitude and time duration. The derivatives are

detected by the harmonic detection technique.

I 8. ENERGY DISPERSIVE X-RAY DIFFRACTION fEDXRD) FACILITY fG.P.Oas,

M.K.Sanyal and V.C.Sahni)

An EDXRD facility is being set up. Its main features are the

following :

1. 2 kW Tungsten target fine focus X-ray tube, used as a line source

(0.Ot mm X 8 mm);

2. High purity intrinsic Ge detector (active diameter = 10 mm.

sensitive depth = 7 mm) with a resolution of 163 eV at 5.9 keV;

3. A provision to vary the scattering angle continuously from -10

to 50°;

4. Adjustable divergence slits for changing the angular collimation;

5. Horizontal scattering plane and sample table equipped with X-Y

translation arrangement for scanning different portions of a specimen

to study inhomogeneities;

6. A multiple microprocessor (8065) based data acquisition cum

processing system. The system can acquire data through an ADC and can

simultaneously do on-line data processing (e.g. integration,

averaging, peak analysis, polynomial smoothening, energy calibration

and nonlinear least square fitting etc). System status, acquired

spectra and data processing results are displayed on an ordinary TV

monitor. An interactive mode has been employed for efficient user

interaction with the system.

?. Communication with ND 560 computer for more elaborate data

processing.

All the components are ready and the commissioning of this

facility is under way. Regular characterization of samples as well, as

structural relaxation s ;••••-. »s would be carried out with this system.

Electronics Division,BARC.
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1 ?. ROLE OF PRIMARY INTENSITY VARIATION AND COLLIMATION EFFECTS ON

THC DETERMINATION OF d-VALUE USING EPXRD fM.K.Sanyat*, G.P.Das

and V.C.Sahni)

The current state of art in energy dispersive X-ray

diffractometry aims at d-value determination to an accuracy of

0.017. /I/. Me point out IZt that certain, hitherto ignored, effects

connected with angular collimation and variation in primary beam

intensity over the region of a diffration peak, must be taken account

of, if one seeks to achieve the above accuracy. In our treatment we

have approximated the distribution of scattering angle by a triangular

function and the primary X-ray intensity distribution by a linear

function. After resolution broadening through the solid state

detector, the spectral distribution becomes asymmetric and the peak

centroid also shifts with respect to the original symmetric peak

position (if we ignore the above mentioned corrections). The resulting

percentage change in d-value (Ad*10Q/d 7.) , as obtained through

computer evaluation, turns out to be as follows :

0.025* for E = 20 keV, 20 = 10°, A8 = to1

A8 = 20"

ae = 30'

A8 = 10"

AS = 20'

A8 = 30'

A6 = 20"

A8 = 30"

A6 = 20"

A9 = 30"

Since the percentage changes in d-value are comparable to or greater

than the accuracy aimed at (0.013!), we emphasize that the above

mentioned factors must be taken into consideration while processing

the E0XR0 data.

Electronics Division, BARC.

IM Fukamachi. T, Hosoya S and Terasaki 0, J.Appl.Cryst £, 117 (1973).

121 M.K.Sanyal, G.P.Das and V.C.Sahni, Solid State Phys.(India) 2_7_£

206(1984).
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H O . RESOLUTION FUNCTION OF A CYLINDRICAL MIRROR ANALYStM (CMA)

tV.C.SahnO

Auger spectra are most often studied using CMA based systems and

the line shape observed with such an analyser depends upon the

resolution function of the analyser. This has motivated us to study

the resolution function of CHA systems in general and our own

equipment in particular. Our analysis /1/ shows that the resolution

function is determined by (i) the spread in entrance angles 6 and (ii)

the range of source - image distance admitted by the detector. Tt slso

emerges from our analysis why in the derivative Auger spectra the

excursion of the high energy side is larger than that seen on the low

energy side. A by-product of this study is that it elucidates why the

calibration factor in a CMA depends on the sample location HI.

IM V.C.Sahni, Proc Ind. Nat. Sc. Acad. 5 U (to appear).

HI E.N. Sickafus and O.K. Hollaway, Surf. Sci. 11.131 (1975!.

H i . TTCKNIQICS FOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY STUDIES (S.B.Ota and P.Cha-Mah)

A mutual-inductance-type ac susceptibility insert has been made

for our helium cryostat to measure superconducting transition

temperatures. The compensated mutual inductance coil has been wound

using a superconducting primary and a copper sscodary. The coil is

compensated tc better than 12 and the system ha-, been tested by

measuring the T of tantalum and lead. The temperature gradient

between the thermometer and the farthest sample position is estimated

to be within SsriK at 7.2K {7 of lead).

This spt-up has been used l\l to measure the T of the Chevrel-

phase compounds Cu Ho S, (T =1O.9OK1 and PbMo.So (T =11.8K) prepared

by Chemistry Division.

l\l Preparation and characterisation of pure Chevrel compounds

CU2M°RS8 ' H°GS8 a n d PbM°BSB ' ' •K • 6 oP a l ) < r i s h n a n • J.V.Yakhffli,

R.M.Iyer, S.B.Ota and P.Chaddah, Solid State Physics (India) 2IL.

UO (1984).



112. SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS fY.O. Dande, B.S. Srfnivasan, K.L. Patel,

T. Srinfvasan)

Critical current (I) measurements on short samples of

indigeneously developed Nb-Ti superconductors have continued in the 8T

test facility.A current density of -1800A/mm2 at 5T and «950A/mmZ at

8T has been measured on a 0.5mffl dia; 84 filamentary conductor

developed by AFO. Small solenoids (10mm bore, 30mm long) wound with 45

filamentary indigeneous conductors have performed extremely well for

continuous operation of 100 hours. A 4T, asymetric Helmholtz pair SC

magnet with a working gap of 15mm for use in a Polarised Neutron

Spectrometer is being fabricated using indigenous Nb-Ti conductor.

113. HELIUH CRYOS7AT FOR MaSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY (S.C.Bhargava and

P.S.Bist)

Further improvements in the helium cryos'at were incorporated to

improve its performance . The liquid helium consumption rate obtained

so far with magnet on is between 12 to 14 hours per litra of the

liquid helium. This is good in view of the large capacity of the

helium vessel used( 37 litres I. The consumption rate increases rapidly

with the size of the helium vessel due to the increses in the

radiation losses.

JM4. AUTOMATIC LN FILLING SVSTEN fV.M. Shah, T. Srinivasan, N.P.

Kal i!:ar>

in automatic LN filling system has been developed and fabricated

for cooling the two Be filters of the High Resolution Window Filter

spectrometer supplied to RAL, U.K. The system comprises of level

sensing diodes mounted in LN cryostats, Op-amplifiers to sense and

amplify the change in voltages, switching relays and solenoid-operated

valves to control the LH flow.



115. NUCLCAR RADIATION DETECTORS fY.O. Dande, R.S. Odycv^r, GA>.

ShenoyJ

70 standard neutron and x-ray Proportional Counters have been

made and supplied to various users.

An annular (7Smm I.D. x 194mm 0.0. x 45mm deep) 8F counter for

AT-Window Spectrometer has been successfully developed. Two such

counters have been supplied to Rutherford Appleton tab. U.K. with the

spectrometer,

A 15cm K 15cm active area, X-Y Position Ssnsitivs Neutron

Detector for SAMS is undev development. This consists of an anode wire

grid placed in the median plane of two, orthogonal cathode wire grids,

all mounted in a vacuum chamber with a 8mm Al window. The wire spacing

in each grid is 5mm and the inter-grid 3pacina is -t •••m. The detector

has been assembled and insulation tests are in prr>o,---s-

lib. MATERIAL t'EVELOFFCWT (n.R.L.N. Murthy, P.K. Dayai-.fcfhf)

(a) A Tri-Arr Melting Furnace, capable of synt.nesisxng highly

homogeneous alloys with melting temperatures upto 2500 C, has been

commissioned a no usad for preparing RuNi, RuFeNi anr! VPt1 alloys for

neutron scattering.

(b) A uridgsman mode crystal-growth furnace operating in the

temperature range of 1000-1800 C has been designed for growing single

crystals as well as large size Cu crystals. The fahricat.ion of the

furnacs is in progress.

(c) Allrys of stoichiometric composition PdNiSi snd PdCuS for

positron-anhi tj..:3t ion studies; CeSi and C e C, f o r phase transition

studies; anii UCu, nNi_ . and UCu, _Ni. , for neutron diffraction
<? . a u. 2 * . 5 0.5

studies >»aw> hf>en made.

117. WICPVPT'OCCSSOR BASED DATA ACOUISITIOM SYSTCK Tff.R.P.«. Rso and1

R.Nagarajsn )

The convpntional way of acc..iiring Hossbauer data is to utilise an

MCA opev 1':.ing in the "time mode1 or a "multiscaler' . Now with the

availability of cheap microprocessors or microprocessor kits, one can

replace the costly data xrquisition systems with a low cost and
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reliable data acquisition system based on the microprocessors. Towards

this end, we utilized a commercially available low cost microprocessor

kit and interfaced it with our Mossbauer spectrometer to acquire the

Mossbauer data and also to transmit the data serially, as per the RS-

232C standard, to a floppy disc or directly to the ND-Computer.

Tata Institute of Fundamental Reseaich,Bombay.

118. FLOPPY DISK DRIVt W.R.P.M.Rao and A.K.Gupta*)

Data acquisition in Mosstauei experiments is carried out with the

help of a multichannel analyser (MCA) operating in time mode or a

multiscaler or a microprocessor. The data thus acquired needs

processing on a Computer to extract: the physical parameters through

least square analysis. The data usually consists of 1024 numbers of 6

decimal digits each. In order to transfer the data from the data

acquisition system to the ND-Computer, we first transfer the data on

to a 8" floppy disk and then rsac1 the data from the floppy disk into

the Computer whenever required. In order to achieve this, a floppy

disk drive, MHC Model No. 6104 ( a double sided, double-density floppy

disk drive] was put into operation by utilizing Intel ISBC 208 Floppy

disk drive controller and an Intel ICBC 80/30 IC board.

_

Computer Section,BARC.

ti*?. HELIUM LXWIFlZTt OPERATION (T. Srfnfvasan, A.P. Bagool, P.K.

Rajsppsn't

The Helium Liquifier has opearated satisfactorily during the

year. About 1500 litres of liquid He was produced and supplied to

various users, including I.I.T., Bombay.



120. 2HV TANDD1 ACCELERATOR ( A.B. Paruf, R. Mythfli, P. "Singh, P.K.

Bhattacharya, V.S. Raj.u and Pl.G. Betigeri )

The 2HV Tandem accelerator is functioning normally delivering

analysed beams of 2uA(protons) , 1uA.(0 ), 1.5uA(0* ) and 0 . 6JJA f 0*** ) .

Thf present gas charging system utilizes reinforced rubber nose pipe.

Minor problems like compressor oil deposition in tank continue

requiring frequent cleaning of the system and hence the tank had to be

opened several times. The present gas changing system does nnt allow

for recirculation of gas in the tank. The present belt has been

running since installation and it is observed that after long hours of

running the accelerator, belt dust accumulates giving rise to increase

in charge leakage. In spite of these problems, the accelerator has

been delivering steady beam current. Experiments on beam foil

spectroscopy have been started using 0 analysed beam.

121. A 4ir~ NEUTRON MULTIPLICITY DETECTOR CS.K. Gupta, S. Kailas, S.S.

Kerekatte and C.V. Fernandez)

We are planning to develop a 4f -neutron multiplicity detector

for measuring neutron multiplicities in heavy-ion induced reactions

with the 14 UD Pelletron accelerator. The planned system is similar to

the one now operating at HMI, Berlin. The detector would consist of

.two hemispherical tanks of 53cm radius filled with BC-521 liquid

scintillator having 0.57. Gd by weight. Each tank would be viewed by

six photomultipliers. The central hole would of 7.G cm radius and

would accoraodate three E- AE telescopes.. Analytic formulae have been

found which reproduce the Sacl-ay Monte-Carlo code efficiency. With

these formulae it has been possible to choose the .larger inner radius

but having the similar value of neutron efficiency as the Berlin

detector by having a G3G litre scintillator tank. Thi; detector is

expected to have a good resolution to detect high multiplicities due

to its high detection efficiency for the single neutrons.

122. R.F. ION SOURCE C R.V. Patkar and S.S. Karekatte )

The work of improving the performance of the r.f. ion source of

the Van de Graaff was taken up about a year ago. The processing

technique for reconditioning the ion source has been modified. This

has resulted in very large yields of ion currents. An important

contributory factor has hren the boiling of the glass bottle in
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distilled water at the final stage with the result that the ion

current yields have nore than doubled. This process has been verified

consistently during the past year. The improvement shows up clearly in

the ion-current vs probe-voltage characteristics for the two methods

of processing the ion source. One benefit has been the doubling of the

time between two openings of the Van de Graaff, for ion source

replacement. This has also resulted in the improved availability of

the accelerator for experiments during the past one year.

123. AUTOMATIC SCANNING OF ENLARGED FISSION TRACKS IN LEXAN

POLYCARBONATE (A.K. Hohanty, K.N. lyengar, N.N. Ajitanand)

Normally incident fission tracks from +0 Mev alpha induced

fission of U on lexan polyacrbonate were revealed by normal etching

procedures and microscopically scanned to know the distribution of

track numbers over a 2X10 cm area. After enlarging the tracks from 1-

2 micron size to 50-100 micron diameters the lexan was elctronically

scanned with a microdensitometer and the data were displayed on a

graphic terminal. It was possible, to identify visually the tracks due

to their abnormally low transmission intensities. The digitised data

from the densitometer were recorded on magnetic taps. A program is

being devised to do computer scanning of the data for automatic

counting of the tracks.

124 GENERAL PURPOSE SCATTERING CHAMBER (C. Badr inathan*, S. Kailas

and A, Roy >

A neneral purpose s ttering chamber for reaction studies is

being designed and fabricated for use with the HUD Pelletron

acci-lyrator. The basic size and design closely follows the one already

operating at VECC. However, we are planning to incorporate certain

important modifications to suit our requirements. The chamber will be

made of stainless steel, will be 12 sided and the, distance between

opposite faces will be -lOOcms. Pumping down of the chamber will be

done by Diffstak pump. Two independently movable arms will be

provided. Provision- will be made for inserting the target both

centrally and off the central axis. Adequate care has been taken in

designing the chamber, to .nake provision for detector cooling by

circulating alcohol, to provide a cooling arrangement around the

target to reduce the build up of contaminants and to make provision

fcr mounting monitor detectors on either side of the beam direction.

*
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay.
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127. LARSET AREA POSITION SENSITIVE GAS IONISATION DETECTOR (

Cfraudhury, S.R.S. Murthy, P.N. Ramarao and O.M.Nsdkarnf)

R.K.

A large position sensitive ionisation chamber is being

constructed for use in the pelletron accelerator.This chamber can

measure simultaneously the energy E, the specific energy loss dE, both

the position coordinates X and Y, and together with the pulsed beam or

a start detector, the flight time t of the reaction products. The

chamber has two identical sections for measurements below and above

the reaction plane with an active entry area of 4 0Omm x 120mm and

subtends a solid angle of SO msr for the target to detector distance

of one metre. The design details of the detector are given below.

tti.it

Ef|,.f

The lonisation Chamber

The ionisation chamber is of 1.2m in length and is divided into

two symmetric independently functioning ionization spaces with a

central cathode! Fig. I). Each ionization space is equipped with a

Frisch grid, a grid to determine the scattering angle S and an anode

divided in strips along the length to measure the specific energy loss

and the total energy. All the electrodes are trapezoidal and are

isolated from each other by the support structure. This internal

electrode assembly is placed in a housing of stainless steel. The grid

and anode sheets make an angle of 4 to the cathode plane so as to

allow the primary ionisation track to pass below the Frisch grid. The
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separation between the cathode and the Frisch grid varies from 90mm at

the entrance to 1B0mm at the end of the cnamher. The separation

between the individual grids and the anode is 15mm. Ttu: i-hamber

housing is made of 3mm thick stainless steel plate reinforced v.ith a

support frame and weighs about 170 kgs. The Frisch and 0 grid frames

are made of 2mm thick, 50mm wide strips of stainless steel. The wire

planes of the Frisch grids are made of 50u Cu-8e wires with a wire

spacing of 1mm. The 13 grids are prepared by stretching wires along the

length. Ths separation of the individual wires from one another is 1mm

at the front ana Z.5mm at the back of the 0 grid. The geometry of this

grid is such that for a target distance of 1 metre, any single wire is

parallel to the particle path. The 0 information is measured by

introducing an LC delay line and collecting the pulse height on one

end of the LC line. Particle identification is obtained by measuring

the specific energy loss and total energy of the particles. Thy anode

is divided into four segments and the individual anode pulse heights

are measured1. The chamber is operated at a suitable pressure to

provide the required dynamic range for detection of the reaction

products. A small scattering chamber and an intermediate vacuum

connection are also fabricated as a part of this set up The

scattering chamber has windows at regular angle intervals for coupling

to the ionisation chamber. There are two arms in the scattering

chamber for mounting small detector systems. Similar systems used in

other laboratories give single atomic number resolution upto Uraniun

and angular resolution of about 0.5 deg. Fabrication uf various

components is in progress.

I2S. FABRICATION OF A TWO DIMENSIONAL POSITION SENSITIVE AVALANCHC

DETECTOR FOR LOW ENERGY HEAVY IONS ( S.R.S. Murthy and N.N.

Ajitansnc! )

A (15X20 cm ) X-Y position sensitive avalanche detector of heavy

ions of a few Mev/amu employing delay line readout is being fabricated

for use at the TIFR pellatron. Metallized mylar or stretched

polypropylene of about 250 ugm/cm will be used for the anode and

cathode foils while the grids will consist of gold plated tungsten

wires (80 in X and CO in Y) of 20 um diameter. The detector gas will

be isobutane at 2 to 10 torr regulated pressures. The foils and grids

will be supported on fibreglass frames. The detector chamber will be

of Is aluminium with entrance and exit windows for the heavy ions.

The. designs for the detector and a test chamber have been

finalised and material and parts are in various stages of procurement.
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129. STATUS OF THE MEDIUM DCRGV HEAVY ION ACCELERATOR PROJECT
(Project Staff)

A 14 UD Pelletron accelerator is being set up at the Tata

Institute of Fundamental Research, Colaba, Bombay, under the Medium

Energy Heavy Ion Accelerator IMEHIA) project in which scientists from

Nuclear Physics Division, BARC and TIFR are working together. This

tandem Van de Graaff accelerator facility with 14MV>terminal voltage

will be used to carry out nuclear . physics research in various

frontline areas involving studies of nucleus-nucleus collisions. Some

of the areas of studies would be heavy-ion induced transfer reactions,

high angular momentum states, heavy ion fusion reactions, heavy-ion

induced fission and fusion phenomena and structure of exotic nuclei.

Following is a brief summary of the present status of the project

with particular regard to; the work carried out during 1984.

A commercial contract was signed with M/s Electrostatic Inter-

national Inc., USA, in March 1982 for the supply of the 14 UD

pelletron machine. Subsequently the civil work on the building to

house the facility was started. The tower block which will house [3the

accelerator was first completed upto the requisite 12.2m level to

erect on it the high pressure pelletron tank. A part of the civil work

on the laboratory block was also completed.

Fabrication of the high pressure tank (wt 115 ton, dia 5.5m, ht

23.4m) was completed by a local engineering firm. The work of

fabrication of this high pressure tank and the four gas storage tanks

has been closely followed by the project, and during all aspects of

the design, fabrication and installation of these tanks, the Reactor

Engineering Division of BARC has been providing the engineering

support. The numerous welded joints had to be checked for possible

defects by ' radiography and corrected- where found necessary. A laser

was used to check the alignment of the axes and .the ovality of the

tank shells. After the stress-relieving operation the tank was

subjected to a hydrostatic pressure test at 220 psig for one day,

before acceptance. The over-dimensional and massive pelletron tank was

then transported from the factory to the site on a two-trailer truck,

for . erection on the tower. Two special 40m hi$)t) derricks had bt«n

•rected near the base of the tower and a multiple pulley rope

arrangement with electrical, motorised winches had been provided for

erecting the tank vertically over the tower base. The pelletron tank

was successfully erected on the 12.2m lower base in the beginning of

November 1984.
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Fabrication of two of the four SF gas storage tanks was nearly
6

completed by the end of 1984. These are being readied for thermal

stress relieving operation and hydrostatic pressure tests. The other

two tanks are in advanced stages of fabrication at the factory.

The civil works on the remaining tower block was recommenced

immediately after the installation and it had reached 21m level at the

time of writing of this report. The construction of the laboratory

block has reached nearly the final stages of electrical wiring,

plumbing and finishing.

Six of the eight consignments of the Pelletron accelerator parts,

due from M/s' Ell Madison, USA had been received. After arrival of each

consignment, the parts were classified, listed and stored properly

after inspection.

The supply of 35 tons of Sulphur hexafluoride gas from M/s Asahi

Glass Co. Ltd., Japan has been received. The gas has been temporarily

kept in the Safe Custody Stores at Trombay, where all the necessary

safety precautions have been taken.

The testing of the ±90 analyser magnet using an alpha source as

the object has been completed. The image in the ncn-dispersive plane

was found at the specified image distance. In the dispersive plane,

the image size is limited by the energy spread due to self absorption

in the source thickness and the large energy dispersion of the magnet.

TRAINING

One electrical engineer and five scientists were deputed to the

factory of M/s EII, Madison, USA, for about eight weeks each, for

equipment training and familiarisation with various aspects of the

machine operation and maintenance. During their stay at Madison, these

scientists gained considerable technical, experience by assisting

personnel in actual assembly and testing of the ion sources, the

complete injector system, the terminal, the two dead sections and the

CAMAC control system,
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The development of the circuit for measuring conductivity of the

electrolyte in the SF test cell has been completed and it is now
o

being tested for performance.

The machining of the double-drift buncher parts and their

assembly was completed. A high frequency high power amplifier is used

to couple the rf power. A rf tank coil of high 0 was designed and

fabricated. Initial tests have shown that the coil made has a large 0,

as required.

The other areas in which work has been progressing are setting up

of beam lines, data acquisition and handling system and design and

fabrication of the other experimental facilities to be used in

carrying out experiments with the accelerator.

130, VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOR OPERATION ( Operation and Maintenance
Section)

During the year Tor more than ten months, the Van de Graaff

accelerator was providing beams of protons, deuterons and alpha

particles upto S MeV for various user groups from 8.A.R.C., T.I.F.R.

and some of the Universities for nuclear physics experiments as well

as for analytical and surface studies.

Major maintenance work during this year involved replacement of

the isolation transformer in the high voltage terminal since the

existing transformer showed insulation breakdown causing erratic

performance of the accelerator.

131. LINAC CALCULATION ( P. Singh and ff.S. Betigeri )

A computer code LINAC has been written and tested to enable

designing of a proton linear accelerator. Design studies for a 100MeV

proton linac have been completed. The design consists of four Alvarez

tanks, each accelerating protons from 3-tOMeV, 10-<0MeV, <0-70MeV and

70-100MeV. An input energy of 3MeV from a RFQ linac has been proposed,

enabling the design of Alvarez tanks to be operated at 400MHz thus

leading to low power consumption. Details are being written up as an

internal report.
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132. ADVANCED HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATOR FACILITY REPORT

Design studies were continued for the proposed Advanced High
Energy Accelerator Facility (AHEAF). The present concept envisages a
three rapid cycling ring system in series, of energies lOOMeV, IGeV
and 12GeV. The accelerator parameters which would enable both intense
proton currents (more than 100 microamperes, serving as a spallation
Neutron sources ?nd a Kaon Factory) as well as heavy ion beams upto
6GeV/nucleon, fro:,; the same accelerator system, were arrived at. The
injector to the tOOMeV Booster ring would be a 2MeV RFO Linac and a
15HeV conventional Linac. A report, summarizing the design concepts
and parameter list of the three rings was prepared.

A course of 20 lectures in Accelerator Physics was introduced in
198* in the Training School for the Physics trainees in order to
Generate man-power for the various accelerator programmes of the DAE.
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Spectres.,p.432 (198*)

t. On the Tetragonal-to-Tetragonal Transition In Pseudo-Binary
A-15's S.B.Ota and P.Chaddah, Indo-Soviet Conference on Low
Temperature Physics, Bangalore(1984)

5. Kinetic Energy of Helium Atoms in the Normal Liquid Phase of
HeliiMi-4 K.o.Hilleke, P.Chaddah, R.O.Simmons, P.E.Sokol,
O.L. Price and S.K.Sinha, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 13 230 11984)

6. Anisotropy of the Electron Momentum Distribution in Vanadium
G.P. Das, P.Chaddah and V.C.Sahni, presented at the Meeting
"Project on Charge, Spin and Momentum Oensity in Vanadium*,
Hamburg,1984.

7. An BT Test Facility far SC Material Testing N.S. Satyamurthy.
Y.D.Dande, P.Chaddah, S.B. Ota, B.S. Srinivasan, K.L. Patel
and T. Srinivasan. Indo-USSR Conference on Low-Temp. Physics,
Bangalore, January 11-18, 1984.

8. Neutron Radiography of Aerospace and Ordnance Devices R.S.
Udyavaar, Y.D.Dande. NPD, B.A.R.C. and K.Jayaprakash.
V.V.eabu, VSSC, Trivandrum. First Nat.Sem. on Aerospace,
Ordnance and Allied Explosive Tech., VSCC, Trivandrum. March
18-19,1984.
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9. Influence of the Leprosy Drug, Dapsone, on the Phase
Transitions of the Lyotropic, OipaLmitoyl Phosphatidyl
Chotine <DPPC) K.Usba Doniz, P.S.Parvathanathan, E.B.Mirza,
V. Amirthalingam and S. Gurnani, Liquid Crystals and Ordered
Huids, Vol.4 Eds. A. C. Griffins and J.F.Johnson, Plenum
Press, p.429 11984)

10. Interaction of the Antileprosy Drug, Dapsone, Uith Model
Membranes and Proteins S.Gurnani, K.Usha Deniz,
P.S.Parvathanathan, E.B. Mirza, Geeta Datta and R.
Rajagopalan, 12th International Leprosy Conference, Delhi,
February 1984.

11. Influence of the AntiLeprosy Drug, DDS, on the Phase
Transitions In the Lyotropfc, Mixed Lipid-Water System Geeti
Oatta, S.Gurnani, E.B.Mirza, P.S.Parvathanathan and K.Usha
Deniz, 10th International Conference on Liquid Crystals,
York, July 1984.

12. Investigation of- Structure and Dynamics In the Fibre-Type
Neraatic Phase of nBABA K.Usha Deniz, G.Pepy, P.Keller,
B.Farnoux and G. Parette, 10th International Conference on
Liquid Crystals, York, July 1984

13. Influence of the rintileprosy Drug, Dapsone (DDS), on the
Phase Transitions in Simple end Multfcomponent Model Membrane
(HH) Systems P.S.Parvathanathan, E.B.Mirza, Geeta Oatta,
S.Gurnani and K.Usha Ooniz, International Symposium on
Biomolecular Structure and Interactions, Bangalore, December
1984.

14. Demonstration of the Energy Window in a AT-Winduv Analyser
C.L.lhaper, P.S.Goyal and B.A.Dasannacharya, Solid St*fce
Phys. (India) I K 210 11984)

15. Phonon Density of States and Free Energy in LiKSO
N.Ciroudhury, S.L.Chaplot and K.R.Rao, Solid State Phys.
(India) I K 66 (1984)
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16. A Computer Simulation of Plastic SoLid NO I S.L.Chaplot,
K.R.Rao and R.Mukhopadhyay. Solid State Phys. (India) JJT 130
(1984)

17. Phase Transition in Tetracyanoethylene at High Pressure fay X-
ray Diffraction S.L.Chapaot, Solid State Phys. (India) 21£.
288 (1984)

18. Orientational Dynamics of Methyl Iodide in CycLohexane
S.K.Deb, M.L.Bansal and A.P.Roy, Solid Stats Phys. (India)
UC 5 (1984)

19. Light Scattering Study of Temperature Dependence of Optical
Phonons in Antimany-Annarmonic Effects M.L.Bansal and
A.P.Roy. Solid State Phys. (India) I K 65(1984)

20. Electron Spin Resonance of SO ' in Bamma Irradiated LiKSO
H.D. Sastry, A.G.I.Dalvi and M.I.. Bansal,Solid State Phys.
(India) m 159 (1984)

21. Preparation and Characterisation of Pure Chevrel Compounds
Cu2MogS|f MogS8 and PWOgSj I.K.Sopalkrishnan. J.V.Vakhmi.
K.M.Iyer. S.B.Ota and P.Chaddah, Solid State Physics (India)
21C n o (1984)

22. Temperature Dependence at the Compressibility of Normal
Liquid 3He K.V.Bhagwat and P.Chaddah. Solid State Physics
(Indiai 2JC. 319 (1984)

23. Camptoii ProfiLe of a- and p- Manganese G.P.Das and V.C.Sahni,
Solid State Phys. (India) £££ 53 I19B4)

24. Role of Primary Intensity Variation and Colligation Effect*
on the Oeter«fnation of d-Vatues Using EDXRD M.K.Sanyal,
G.P.Oas and V.C.Sahni.Solid State Phys. (India) £7£ 206
(19841

25. On the Cubic to Tetragonal Transition in M5 Compound*
S.B.Ota and V.C.Sahni,Solid State Phys. (India) £L£ 318
(1984)
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26. Magnetic Structure of U Cu__ R.Chakravarthy, S.K.Paranjpe,
H.R.L.N.Hurthy, l.Madhav Rao and N.S.Satya Murthy, Solid
State Phys. (India) 2I£ 10 (198*1

27. Mosshauer Studies On Corrosion K.Choudhury, C.K.Majumdar m d
K.R.P.M.Rao, Solid State Phys. (India) 2Ii 255 (1984)

INVITED TALKS/SEMINARS

1. Diffusion Studies Using Neutrons B.A.Oasannacharya in
"Diffusion in Solid* Ed.A.L.l.askar et al. Trans Tech.
Publication, Switzerland, p269 (1984)

2. Polarised Neutron as a Tool in Material Research L.Madhav
Rao, invited talk at the IA£A Consultants Meeting on Neutro'n
Scattering in South East Asia, B.A.R.C. Bombay Dec.19-21.
1984.

3. Some Developments in Neutron Scattering B.A.Oasannacharya,
Invited talk at the IAEA Consultants Meeting on Neutron
Scattering in South fast Asia, B.A.R.C. Bombay Dec.19-21,
1984.

4. Neutron Instruments for Condensed Matter Research at Ohruva
Reactor K.H.Rao, Invited talk at the IAEA Consultants Meeting
on Neutron Scattering in South East Asia, B.A.R.C. Bombay
Dec.19-21, 198*.

5. Comments on Neutron Studies in Polymers P.S.Goyal, Invited
talk at the IAfcA Consultants Meeting on Neutron Scattering in
South East Asia, B.A.R.C. .Bombay Dec.19-21, 1984.

6. Comments on Magnetism in RuFeSi V.C.Rakhecha, Invited talk at
the I At-A Consultants Meeting on Neutron Scattering in South
East Asia, B.A.R.C. Bombay Dec.19-21, 1984.

I. Momentum Density Measurements in Condensed *He P.Chaddah,
Invited talk at the,Indo-Soviet Conference on Low Temperature
Physics, Bangalore(1984)
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8. Light Scattering Study cf Phase Transitions Involving Large
Amplitude ffeor-ientational Motion in Solids A.P.Roy,Review
talk at the Indo-French Winter School on Laser Physics and
Technology, Dolhi, (1984)

9. Phase Transitions in LiKSQ } Current Understanding M.L.Bansal
Invited talk given at The 3rd National Seminar on
Ferroeloctvics and Dielectrics, Bangalore 11984)

10. Lattice Dynamics of Ferroelectric Semiconductors SbS and SbSI
K.R.Rao,Talk given at Physics Dept..Vilnius University(USSR).

11. Lattice Dynamics of Rigid MolecuLar-Xonic Crystals
K.R.Rao,Seminar given to soid state physicists of the
Institute of Solid State Physics,Chernogolovka of the USSR
Academy of Sciences at Moscow.

12. Is Everything O.K. With Classical Elasticity Theory
V.C.Sahni, Physics Seminar given at I.I.T., Powai, Bombay.

13. Neutron Scattering B.A.Oasannaeharya. Course given at
I.I.T.,Powai, Bombay.

14. Spin Orientations in Oxides S.C.Bhargava, Invited talk given
at the International Workshop on Hyperfine Interactions,
Kanpur, January 1984.

15. New Instruments for Neutron Beam Research Developed at
Tronbay C. 1 .Thaper.Talk given at Physics Dept..Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi. on August 24, 1984.

16. Neutron Radiography Y.O.Dande,Four talks given at the
Industrial Radiography courses at BHEI. (Trichy), MtRADO
(Punel and OEFLAB (Jodhpur).

BfcPORTS

1. Magnetism(A Status Report prepared in connection with the
Golden Jubilee of the Indian National Science Academy)
N.S.Satya Murthy and L.Madhav Rao, January 1984.
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2. A Computer Progran for Processing Experimental CoMpton
Profile of Solids and Liquids G.P.Dts, B.A.R.C. Report No.
1233, 1198V)

3< Use of Microprocessors in Research Reactor Utilisation
B.A.R.C. Report 1-806(1984)
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PHYSICS COUOQuTA/SEMINARS AT TROMBAV

1. Multivalued Wave Functions and the Bohn-Aharonov Effect

H.Miya?awa, Dept. of Theoretical Physics. University of

Tokyo, Japan. January 4, 1984.

2. On Some High Pressure Phase Transitions S.X.Sikka, Neutron

Physics Division, B.A.R.C., January13,1964 .

3. Spfn Crossover in Ferrous Complex Molecules H.Spiering.

Johannes Dutenberg Universitat, I) 6500 Mainz, West Germany.

January 27, 1984.

4. Electronic, CrystalLographic and Magnetic Transitions in a

Mixed Valence Iron SHicate Subrata Ghose, University of

Washington, Seattle, Washington. January 30, 1984.

5. Bounds an Certain Physical Quantities by Symmetry

Considerations K. Subramanian Nuclear Physics Division,

B.A.R.C., April S,1984.

6. Recent Development in Nuclear Level Densities S.K.Kataria,

Nuclear Physics Division, April 27, 1984.

7. Radio Frequency Generators for Accelerators A.Mitra, SNQ

Project KFA, Julich, May 2, 1984.

8. Modern High Pressure Research with Diamond Anvil Cell

A.Jayaraman, Bell Telephone Laboratories, U.S.A., Hay 9,

1984.

9. Quantum Hall Effect in a Two-Dimensional Electron Gas

G.P.Das, Nuclear Physics Division, B.A.R.C., May 25, 1984.

10. Atomic Dynamics of Dense Sases S.Ranganathan, Royal Military

College of Canada, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, June 15, 1984.

11. Neutron Diffraction Studies of Natural Glasses E.Oesa,

Visiting Scientist, Nuclear Physics Division. July 56, 1984.
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12. Deduction of Interatoaic Potentials from Low-Energy Heavy-ion
Range Data S.K.Gupta. Nuclear Physics Division, B.A.R.C.,
July 27. 1984.

13. LiKSO : Phase Transitions M.L.Bansal. Nuclear Physics
Division,B.A.R.C., August 4, 1984.

14. Nuclear Structure Information from X-Capture and X-Transfer
Reactions D.R.Chakrabarty, Nuclear Physics Division,
6.A.R.C., August 10, 1964

15. Changing Scenario in Nuclear Physics B.K.Jain, Nuclear
Physics Division, B.A.R.C., September 20, 1984.

16. Fission Fragment Angular Distribution! A New Nuclear Clock in
Heavy Ion Reactions V.S.Ramamurthy, Nuclear Physics Division,
B.A.R.C., September 21, 1984.

17. Neutron Scattering Studies of Short Range Orders and
Molecular Dynamics in Fibre-Type Nematics K.Usha Deniz,
Nuclear Physics Oivision, B.A.R.C., November 23,1984.

18. X-ray Studies of Smectid Liquid Crystals S.0i»: ^rtin-
Luther University, Halle, GDR. November 30,1984.

IS. Crystal Structure Analysis of Layer Compounds A.A.Balchin,
Dept. of Physical Sciences, Brighton Polytechnic, Brighton,
U.K. December 6,1984.

20. Neutron Studies of Protein-Nucleic Acid Interactions and of
Biological Membranes Giuseppe Zaccai, Institut Laue-langevin,
Grenoble, Oecember 13,1984

21. Water in Biological Systems j.L.Finney, Birkbeck College,
London. December 14,1984.

22. Nucleon-NucLeon Scattering using Non-Relotivis tic Quark Model
Arun K. Jain. Nuclear Physics Division.
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23. Heavy Ian Collisions N. Sarma, Nuclear Physics Oivision.

U. Cosmo Chranometryi Oetermirwtion of the Age of the Universe,
M. Balakrishnan,Nuclear Physics Division.

25. Application of Nicroprocsessors to Neutron/X-ray Scattering
K.K.Rao, Talk given to RCA Participants of the IAEA-BARC
Work- Shop, B.A.R.C.

26. Use of Micro-Processcrs in Research Keactor Utilisation
S.K.Kataria, Lectures given to HCA Participants of the IAEA-
BARC Work- Shop, B.A.R.C.
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DEGREES. HONOURS AWAROKO

I. S.S.Shatnagar Award to S.S.Kapoor.

?. klected Fellow of Indian National Science Academy,
B.A.Oasannacharya.

3. Ph.O degree awarded to C.L.Thaper on the thesis entitled
"Study of Condensed Systems by Neutron Scattering" Submitted
to Punjab University,Chandigarh, April,1964.

t Studies on 38Ar with Alpha Capture Resonances in and Alpha
Reaction on 2S Thesis submitted to Bombay University by Shri
O.R. Chakrabarty has been accepted in fulfilment of the
requirement for Ph.O. degree.

COURSES GIVEN AT THE TRAINING SCHOOL

1. 15 lectures on "Quantum Mechanics" given by K.V.Bhagwat to
the 28th batch of Physics trainees.

2. A course on "Statistical Treatment of Data and Error
Analysis*, given by G.P.Das to the 27th batch of Physics
trainees.

3. A course on "Solid State Physics", given by P.Chaddah and
G.P.Oas to the 28th batch of Physics trainees.

4. A course on "Two Nucleon Problem and General Syttematics of
Nuclei", given by O.R. Chakrabarty to the 28th batch of
Physics trainees.

D. A course on "Scattering Theory", given by A.B. Santra to the
26th batch of Physics trainees.

6. A course on "Accelerator Physics', given by Arvind Jain to
the 28th batch of Physics trainees.
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